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The Character
of Disaster
Dealing with Disasters

N

ational disasters are not new to Americans.
Americans periodically are forced to deal
with hurricanes, tornados, floods, earth-

quakes and fires. Such natural disasters typically bring

out the best in Americans: sharing, compassion and
concern for our feIlow man. And never, at least from

my research, have natural disasters caused anything
more than a temporary intrusion, suspension and/or
infringement of individual rights and liberties.
But disasters caused by our fellow
man - the World Trade Center,
Oklahoma City, and now, perhaps,
TWA Flight 800 -ale relatively new
to Americans. Unlike inany other countries, we are not no~mallyforced to deal
with violent acts of terrorism or
extremist groups. The manner in which
America reacts to these types of disasters directly reflects our character and,
quite candidly, our character will dictate our future. It is our character and
our future that concerns me.
Our Constitution was the di~ectproduct of troubled times. We must never
forget the legacy our fo~efathersgave
us in the words of that document. The
msponse of Americans today to the terrible tragedies caused by uncivilized
individuals is certainly far different
from our founders' realistic lesponse
to civil u~uestand careful crafting of
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civil orders. T h e outlage that all
Americans felt at the bombing of the
federal building ia Oklahoma City was
certainly justified. The emotions we all
felt were not only justified, they were
certainly healthy. Pain, anguish, and
terror a11 need to be expressed for the
human soul to survive: it cannot be hottled up or we will explode. And it is
only natural that we want the perpetrator or perpetrators of such dastardly
deeds to be apprehended, tried and punished, quickly.
But our response to such uncivilized
acts of violence cannot and should not
lose sight of the principle that made
this country great: due process of law.
We cannot and should not surrender
our individual rights and libelties in the
pursuit of apprehending, trying, convicting and punishing the few who are
responsible, quickly. The pursuit of
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By David L. Botsford
justice, while certainly important, must
not be a msh to justice that is unmindful
of the rights of the citizen accused, as
embodied in our Constitution.
As TCDLA enten its twenty-sixth
year, we must remember that there le
few who are willing to stand up and
fight for the Constitution. While politicians may give lip-service to the
Co~~stitution,
criminal defense attorneys
know what it means to fight for the
Constitution. It is you, brothem and sisters, that fight the good fight imd protect
that sacred document from encroachments by the government.
And is there anyone who seriously
doubts that the gove~nmentmakes mistakes? Is there anyone who seriously

I

doubts that while there are certainly
honorable, well intentioned men and
women employed by the government,
there are also men and women who are
not so well intentioned? The latest
debacle involving the massive falsification of laboratory reports by the DEA
lab in Dallas is but one example.
The separate lwponses of the federal
government to acts of terrorism and acts
of lawlessness by government employees poses an inta~stingdichotomy. At
least in partial response to Oklahoma
City, Congiess passed the Anti-Terrorist
Act of 1996. As we all know, this law
imposes serious lirnitatians on the great
writ. In an unexpected and totally
unusual fit of haste, the Supreme Court
granted certiorari and passed upon the
constitutionality of ce~taiuportions of
that Act. The speed at which the
Supreme Court granted certiorari without allowing the lower coufts to
address the act and the multitude of
issues that will be raised regarding it is a shame, for the opinion virtually
forecloses the devdopnient and refinement of m'wy aigurnents which could
have been proffered by both sides.
Admittedly, the ultimate opiuion was
decidedly one sided, but that misses the
point. A speedy resolutiou of the issues
addressed was what the public wanted
and what the Sup~emeCourt gave the
public.
On the other hand, Congress has
never seen fit to pass laws in response
to government lawlessness. Is the suppression of exculpatory evidence iilegal? What are the federal penal senctions for suppression of evidence?
While a false lab report by a DEA
chemist may constitute a crime, do you
really think that Congress will pass legislation in lesponse to such lawlessness7
The dicthotorny that exists is inconsistent with our Constitution. As we enter
our twentysixth year, I urge all of you
to continue to safeguard the
Constitution. Continue to insist on
scrupulous adhe~enceto it. Continue to
fight against evelyone who would s m i fice that sacred document. Remcmbei,
the ends never justify the means. Unless
we all continue to put our fingeis in the
holes in the dike, the flood waters will
sure-elyoverflow us. If that happens, our
forefathers will 1011 over in theit graves
fm squandering our legacy. Good luck,
Godspeed and keep the faith!

*
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Bottom Feeders

T

here is a tempest in our little corner of the law

that needs to see the light of print. It is the

seemingly new phenomena of "Bottom Feeders.''

This is an old fishing term for those fish that eat off the bot-

tom and are therefore, less desirable to eat. What I mean by
the use of this term is the lawyer who specializes in a high
volume, low priced, and sometimes low quality practice.
The term is pejorative and it's meant to be provocative. It
is something that has been talked about in casual conversations among lawyers for the past eight to ten years. It is not
new, only more widespread and high profile with the advent
of advertising, the glut of new lawyers and the crowded
criminal dockets. What are the pros and cons of this type of
practice? Are ethical lines being crossed? How often?
Should something be done? Can anything be done?
There are some tntths about the high
volume, low priced practice that need
to be exposed. First, it is not all bad.
That may seem startling, even blasphe
mous to some of you, but it is accurate.
We all know that the majority of persons accused of crime cannot afford to
hire high priced, fancy lawy~rsto do
high-priced fancy things for them.
There is another truh that none of us
likes to admit, but whieb we all know.

In many criminal cases, the results
obtained are not dictated by the legal
fee paid. In a run-of-the-mill DWI,
many defendants will end up with the
exact same punishment whether represented by a volume practice lawyer or a
boutique one. Given what we all know
about the reality of handling state criminal cases, it is probable that the "bottom feeders", by and large, give a reasonable service for a reasonable fee In

ii tke majority of the casts handled. That
i still leaves some serious questions
i unanswered.
i Several years ago I was told the folj lowing story by a local prosecutor. The
j case was a DWI and it was set for a preI trial hearing. No pretrial motions had
j been filed and the lawyer approached
i the prosecutor with the following
"negotiation" ploy. 'What will you
f give me on this case." The prosmutor
looked at the offense report and immef diately noted that the officer did not
i hbve probable cause for the stop. He
told the lawyer this. The response was,
I "Oh, don't worry about that, just give
i me your best offer." What he had
advertised for and what he was selling
i *as a plea of guilty (no contest) for a
fixed fee. This apparently did not
j include letting the facts of the case get
i in his way. The prosecutor's point was

1

i

So what is the answer? We all want
that it was more difficult for him to deal insurance companies. Physicians, for
with the volume lawyers than with the years, simply whined about the possi- to make a good living, and the sooner
bilities of "socialized medicine" and the better. On the other hand the maklawyers who ouly had a case or two.
So, what about the cases where a did nothing to prevent what was actu- ing of a good trial lawyer can take ten
thorough approach makes a difference ally happening to their fine profes- or more years of practice. There are
in outcome? Of course, this is the way sion. They got socialized medicine more young lawyers, there are more
our constitutional system is built. If the anyway, just not from the government defendants and an increasing number of
system is biased toward the prosecution per se. They got it instead from four them can pay something but not much
in manpower, resources, money and raw or five giant insurance companies for representation. How can we comgovernmental power, it is biased toward who, for all practicafi bureaucratic bine quality and quantity in a single
the defense in procedure, specifically purposes, might a&well be the gov- practice to meet the needs of individuals
constitutional procedure (sometimes ernment. In a way, we are doing the and society?
Write us at the Voice with your comBut it does same thing to our profession that
known as "technicalitieseses).
the citizen accused no good if his or her physicians and insurance companies ments. If we don't deal with the quality
lawyer does not know or avail himself are doing to theirs: we are making it of our practices, someone else will.
of tbose things in the system which are cheap, ]lot just in price, hut in quality Address your comments to us in Austin,
skewed toward his side. If a lawyer and assurance. And we are doing it post it on the BBS at (512) 469-9107, or
or to me,
advertises that he or she will do a plea the same way, by seeing the future e-mail to tcdla@prismr~et.com
hallison@mail.law.utexas.edu. *
and sentencing in a given type of case j and doing nothing about it.
for a set fee, is there not something
missing here? It's a little like advertising a mayonnaise sandwich. It is this !
knowledge of law, evidence, procedure
and how to deal with police and proseentors which makes up the meat of our
legal sandwich. And even if our clients
are not as educated or as sophisticated
as we, they know the difference
between the mayonnaise and the meat.
1
How many of us have had the experience of taking the case that on paper
looks l i e a loser, and by investigation,
pretrial litigation, legal research and
legal skill come up with a solution that
benefits our client? Is there an obligation on the part of the criminal defense
bar to provide this complete package to 1
the public? Yes,there is. So here is the i
conundrum; while it is probable that the i
complete package will not affect the
outcome in many cases, it is still what
we p1ufessionals sell and what we supon 25 years of 0,utstandingsZ
posedly were sworn to attempt to proFederal Co glitutions and
vide. It is also what the public has a 1
right to expect.
We need only look at the rapidly
evolving area of medical practice to
he Mission of LS-FIJA is to educate potential jurors of
see how the assembly line practice is
their rights, powers and responsibilities, and to seek the
not only dehumanizing, but downright
passage of legislation which would allow defense attorneys
frightening. Do you feel as comfortto inform jurors of their legal power to refuse to enforce a
able in the corrent atmosphere of a [
doctofs office where your appoint- [
law which is unjust, oppressive of misapplied.
ment is inevitably an hour late, almost
all af the work is done by a "parasomething" and you get to see the
doctot for ouly five or ten minutes? It
is much different and less reassuring
For more information, write LS-FIJA, PO Box 2682,
than in the past. And thwe is the new
worry that the entire system is being
Bellaire, TX 77402, or call (713) 467-2989.
driven by the profits of the giant
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Exercising
Judgment

T

his issue of the VOim is devated to the recogni-

tion of TCDLKs 25th anniversary. This w~itei

has been the executive director for ten of those

years plus two years as the Criminal Defense Lawyers

Project director when it was m-sponsored by TCDLA and
the State Bar. I am proud of my service to this organization
and of its contributions to the criminal justice system in
Texas.

Thm issue I am devoting the bulk of
my space to a letter, which was never
mailed and first appeared pubIicly in a
recent issue of The Wall 8treet JournaL
It was a posthumous letter by a
California l a v e r , which he wrote
when asked what qualities make a good
judge. Although written in the eady
80's the comments are srill valid in this
time of public questiming of the
American judicial sysrem. We are
grateful to The WSJ for permission to
reprint the following:
How do you judge a g o ~ djudge?
It's an important question that isn't
asked often atough. After all, some of
us - or those we know and care abour
- may someday stand before a judge.

That's the day we'd like t:have a
good one.
I have met many judges since my
admission to prattice law, but no judge
was as bad as Judge Morton. Not that
Judge Morton m s all bad. Eventually
he did everyone a favor: He died. The
entire Bar showed up at his funecd ro
make sure he was in that box.
On the agpasite end of the scale, I
never met a judge as good as Judge
Erman, one of the first jus3iees of the
peace I appeead before as a young
h y e r in the California border town of
Calexbo. Judge Brman, a retired mule
trader, was somewhat short in his
knowledge of the law. He was not very
efficient itlid was SIOW
in reaching his
decisions. But he had a profound sense

of justice, and a deep conviction for its
need.
In addition, he had courage enough
- and wit enough - always to bend the
law in favor of justice. He had learned
that to get any work out of a mule,
yon must treat him with respect, not
heat him to a pulp. Thus, he treated
every criminal defendant in his court
with at least as much respect as he
would give a mule, which was considerable. Every municipal court judge I
have known since ranks somewhere
beneath him.
I will admit that most of the judges
I'ye met or argued a aase before have
been reasonably intelligent, and that
only a few have been dullards. Some
have even been intelligent enough to
realize that intelligence was not that
important for their job. Judges, after all,
start out inadequate, in need of on-thejob training. 11%
the meantime, we
lawyers have to try explaining their
mistakes to our clients.
But enough of this. Let us remember
that to be a good judge one must have
(If enough intelligence to reach a
rational decision based on law and evidence, (2)enough wisdom to determine if this decision is also just, and
Q) enough courage to reject or modify
that decision to meet the requirements
of justice.
I think the msin problem most people
have is a failure to make the distinction
between law and justice. The distinction
should not be lost, or mistakenly seen
as quibbling wer mere semantics.
Law, after all, is merely a bunch of
rules written by the legislature. Justice
is based on the relationship between
people and is certainly not just a bunch
of rules. Anyone who eannot make this
distinction should not be sitting on tbe
bench.
Weimar Germany had many fine
judges who were devoted to the
enforcement of the law. Whe~iHitler
took over they continued to enforce the
law without observing that it had
become unjust. The hoi~vrsof the Nazi
state became legal, enforced by those
same fine German judges. Justice
requires that no law can require you to
commit an unjust act*But Germans who
claimed this defense gof hung.(sic)
I would say that d l judges are reasonably intelligent, at least intelligent
enough for the job: after all, supeiintel-

ligence is too rare to be a requirement
for any puhlic office. It is character that
makes a good judge.
The cynic's definition of a judge as "a
lawyer who knew the governor" has
truth in it. Today some are also assisted
by being a minority, female rn a member of some special intewt group. And
all of these characteri~ticsare irrelevant
to the question ofjustice.
Often the questions asked about a
court mlate only to its outward appearance, not its essential purpose, and this
adds up to nothing more than efficiency,
which is defitlitely not justice What is
being asked is how long the handle on
the pump is with out any thought as to
the depth of the well or the amount of
the water within tt.
One j u d ~ eI've often appeared hefore
is one of the most efficient I've ever
seen. He carefully reads the defendant
h i lights,
~
advises him about counsel and goes through the entite process so
rapidly that no one untmined in law can
possibly undeistand what he is saying.
He is a hard nose who takes pride in
heavy sentences.
He honestly thinks equal sentences
Ire fair sentences-but forgets that
5100 meansnothing to a man of wealth,
whereas it can mean stai vation to a poor
wrking man. He sentences defendants
o jail, hut accepts money in lieu of
ieiving, so he is merely the collection
xgency for the city, state and county.
-Ie is not unlike most judges today: He
;ells justice for a price.
Another factor too often overlooked
when it comes to choosing good
udges is that many of them have
;erved in the district attorney's office
md have thus been bred - and remain zosecutors to the bone. Having prose:ctlors as judges does little toward
:ffecting a just court.
Then there is the tendency to follow
he popular will, a direction many
udges are drawn to in their attempt to
:nsure their own reelection. These
udges listen to the organized "victims"
roups and do their bidding, while for:etting that it was the mob that irlflu:need Pilate to condemn Jesus. It may
nake a greater impression on today's
udges if I remind then1 that shortly
~fterward,Pilate was recalled to Borne
~nddeemed unacceptable as a public
)fficial. Remember, too, that it wils the
nob that ordered the death of Socrates
V O L 26

long before Christ, only to mourn at
what it had done.
The popular will, then, is to be resisted at all costs, for there is no more dangerous group than a club of victims.
Such practitioners of organized revenge
- Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
comes immediately to mind - can pervert justice even more than perjury. It
always takes courage for a judge to
speak up for justice instead of revellge.
For it always takes courage to uphold
justice against the law.
Some judges might even lose their
jobs for being just. But that matters
nothing at all, for it is a risk that comes
with the position. For if judges are no
no re courageous than those they judge,
they should be in fhe prisoner's dock
instead of on the bench.
Every member get a member.
Semper fi. *
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TCDLA Presents:

Federal Criminal Law Short Course
S e p t e m b e r 5-6,1996
Austin. T e x a s

HOTEL RESERVATION CARD
In order to secure your hotel reservations at reduced
group rates, mait this card or call identifying you with the
TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION.
Omni Austin Hotel
700 San Jacinto
$90.00 single/double
Austin, Texas 78701
+taxes
(512) 476-3700 or (800) 843-6664

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Thursday, September 5,1996:
REGiSTRATlON
WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
OAViD L. BOTSFORD. Austin
PRESIDENT, TCDLA
SENTENCING GUIDELINES (overview)
MARJORIE MEYERS. Houston
Reyreshment Break
SENTENCING GUIDELINES (Departures)
WM. A. "BILL" WHITE A u s t i ~
FEDERAL CRIMES
MICHAEL P. HEISKELL. Fort Worth
FEDERAL JURlSDiCTlON (Post Lopez)
HENRY BEMPORAD. San Antonio

I will check in on
and out on

LUNCH (on your own)

I am attending the Federal Law Short Course which is
being Conducted by the TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE
LAWYERS ASSOCIATION.

SEARCH & SEIZURE
JUDGE !ADE M. MEEKER. Austin

Name

BAIL & DETENTION
RUSTY GUYER. San Antonio

Address

Refreshment Break
PRETRIAL PRACTiCE
TEFF KEARNEY. Fort Worth

Credit Card and number for LATE ARRIVAL GUARANTEE
@fter6p . m ) - - - ---- --- -- -

FEOERAL HABEAS ($2254 & 2255)
ST~LEYCSCHNEIDER.H o u s t o n

Card

GRAND JURY PRACTICE
DAViD L. BOTSFORD Austin

Expires

#

COURSE PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
AOVANCED FEDERAL LAW SHORT COURSE
September 6-6.1996
Austin Omni Austin Hotel

-

PRE-REGISTRATION BENEFITS: Your registration must
reach our ofpe by Friday, August 30th in order to guarantee receipt of course materials at the seminar.
Be sure to include vour t2251SP50 reoistratlon fee.
Name

ADJOURN

Friday, September 6,1996:
FORFEITURES AND JEOPARDY iSSUES
MARK G. DANIEL. Fort Worth
Refreshment Break
TRIAL EVIDENCE
THE WAR ON DEFENSE ATTORNEYS
TIM EVANS. Fort Worth

Address

IMPEACHMENT ROBERT FOGELNEST.
New York. N Y.

CitylStateRip Code-

LUNCH (on your own)
ETHICS AND AUORNEY MiSCONDUCT
RICHARD ALAN ANDERSON. Dallas

Telephone (

-

)

County

Bar Card No.

Current Occupation

a,

COOPERATING WITNESSES
iNVESTlGATlONAND CROSS EXAMINATION
MARN WEINBERG. Boston. MA
Refreshment Break

I am
am not 0 a member of the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
R. F. "Buck" FILES.JR.. Tvler

RETURN T0:Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Assoeiafion
600 West 13th Street
Austin. Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514

MULTI-DEFENDANT CASES
GERALD H. GQLDSTEINSan Antonin
ADJOURN

-

Dear TCDLA:
I am writing to a p m s my sincetest thanks to you, and to theFriends of the TCDLA, for allowing me a scholarship to
It was a great progam.
attend the M.P. '%usty" Duncan 111Criminal Law Short Co~~rse.
As federal defendeks, it ir,important that we have working knowledge of Texas criminal law and procedure. On$ then
can we adequately assess the inemsing1y-complex rubric of guidelines, sentencing and statutorily-danced penalties
based on the criminal htstories of our clients. The s h m mume has contributed to this knowIedge an@ uu&%ta~iding.I
will shaw the excellent m u s e marerials and the new things 1 have leamed with my fellow dekndcrs.
Again, Wok you both, and the "Friends." Please call on me if I can assist you or the TCDLA in any way.
Sincerely,
ADMEWNE URRUTTA
Assistant Federal Public Defender

Dear Editors:
Apparently, it is not only your duty to seek and obtain a favorable plea bargain. You nmy also have a duty to advise
your client to accept the deal and, under "certain circumstances," to do whatever ittakes to "persuade" the client to
follow your advice.
Case in Point: Bocca v. hum?,95-2688,ZndCircuit, 5-3-96. A writ of haheas owpus was granted by the .%~ond
Circuit. The Court held that wunsel's failu~eto advise his client to accept a plea bargain, which would have resulted in a
three-year sentewe, constikted ineffective assislanceof counsel. The New York State District Attorney had offered to
allow c o u ~ ~ e lclient
' s to plead to a Class B felony but wanled the attorney that an A-I felony would he filed if the client
rejectedhis offer. Counsel obliging conveyed the offer but did nothing to "persuade" the client to accept after the client
Borea was subsequently co~~victed
and sentenced
stated he didn't want to be "embarrassed in front of his children." a.
to 20 years to life.
Notwithstandingseveral rejections of Bwea's imleffective counsel claim in the New York Slate trial court, the New
York Appellate Divisi~nand federal district Court, the Second Cireuit proclaimed that defense counsel mnst addressthe
advisabitit7 of ac~epting(or rejecting) a plea bargain. Failure to do so constituted ineffective assistance of counsel. The
Court went so far as to suggest that cou&el should have enlisted the aid of the client's family to help "persuade" Borea
to plead guilty.
During the writ process, defense coonSel had admitted he thought privately that iejection af the original plea offer was
"suicidal", hut did not convey this thougltt to the Defendant. The Court reasoned that if counsel had told the defendant
and his family that it was almost impossible to wiri a '%buy-bust" case m thelocal juridii3ion. there was a "reasonable
possibility" that the family conld have convinced the Defendant to accept the offer. The Court redaced Borea's sentence
to "time served" (six yeas) on the:grotmd that he bad already served twice the maximum t a m he would have received
had he not been subjected to ineffectiveassistance of counsel.
So there you haveit - another bright line t a t to indicate what your obligation is i n aplea bargain scenario. If you think
8cceptanceof a plea bargain is advisable, or might be deemed to be advisable, as an absfractmn, I wauld strongly suggest
t h ~pour
t reduce-the proposal to writing, including some sort ufmemomndum as @ what your audllary efforts to
persuade thc client to accept the offer have been, and have the client sigu off on his decision. It his deoision, isn't it?
Knox Jonm, MeAllen
K~toxJonasis a pasfprmidemt ofTCDLA (1986-1987)attd~r,.actisescriminal law in rnrAllerh Texas.
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ified under Article 28.01 seven days before the healhairs, and that all we need do is use "[s]traightforing. See, e.g., Writt v. State, 541 S.W.2d 424 (Tex.
ward communication in plain English" that will let
Crim. App. 1976) (Motion to suppress evidence
the trial court know what we want and why, "bolfiom search); Saenz 11. State, 840 S.W.2d 96 (Tex.
stering" may not he plain enough. Instead, you had
)
to suppress
App. -EL Paso 1993, pet. ~ e f d(Motion
better invoke Rules 401-403, 608(c), 612(c), and
eyewituess identification).
801(e)(l)(B), depending upon whieh rules are
(2) With respect to errors in charging inst~uments,if no
applicable. This will probahly not endear you to the
28.01 hearing is set, you must ohject before the day
trial judge, hut the alternative is to risk the appellate
of trial. State v. Lohse, 881 S.W.2d 171 (Tex. App.
comt spanking you for not sufficiently enlightening
-Houston [Ist Dist.] 1994, pet. refd) (Under Article
the trial court. Cf. The tale of a lawyer arguing in
1.14, motion to dismiss presented after july sworn
elaborate detail on appeal; "Really," one of the
too late). Article 1.14 was amended to stop "sandjudges protested, "do give this court c~editfor some
bagging," but see Article 36.11, which was not
intelligence." To which, "quick as a flash," came
amended, and which arguably permits "limited
the reply: 'That is the mistake I made in the court
sandbagging," i.e., not raisiw the error until the
below, my lord.'' Anonymous, from Archibald
State has rested.
Bunker's A Lifetime with the Law.
(3) Where a question calls For improper evidence, you
must ohject before it is answered. Hernandez 11. You cannot object in tan much detuil.
State, 808 S.W.2d 536, 544-545 (Tex. App. - Waco
(2) Your client is charged with burglay with intent to
1991, no pet.).
commit theft, and the State wants to introduce evi(4) In order to obtain a limiting obsl~ction,you must
dence that he once burglarized a womah's house and
tried to rape her. Enunciating clearly and slowly,
ask for one at the time the evidence is offered. See
Garcia v. Slate, 887 S.W.2d 862, 878 (Tex. C~im.
you object that it's an "improper extraneous
App. 1994). The co~olla~y
to this rule is that if you
offense." Have you preselred emor for your wletch
do ask for an instruction then, the court must give it
of a client? The answer is that you
have preserved error under Rule 4M(h), but definitely not
then, not later. Rankin v. Smte, S.W.2d-, No.
0374-94, Tex. Crim. App., decided April 10, 1996.
under Rule 403. See Nelson v. Stafe, 864 S.W.2d
Que~ywhether you must request it again in the final
496, 499 (Tex. Crim. App. 1993). Thus, if the evicharge; the answer is probably "yes."
dence was admissible to rebut, say, your client's
claim that he was simply dtunk and looking for a
In general, you must ohject "at the earliest opportunity."
bathroom, you will lose the 404(h) claim and not
The only way for a busy trial lawyer to do this is to -:
even have preserved an argument that the prior huryou simply nmst know what the State is likely to do, and have
glary (or at least the part about the attempted rape)
your objections written out before trial ever begins. A motion
was more p~ejudicialthan probative. I myself think
in limine may he a good way to anticipate the State's miscow
that such an objection should suffice, but in Rankin,
duct, but see commandment eight. Also, a motion in limine
snpra, three judges dissented on the grounds that
may give the State ideas or infolmation it did not have. Get
while the attorney invoked both Rule 404(h) d
everything yon can from the State in discovery, especially
Rule 403, he didn't mention Rule 402 (relevancy).
notice of extraneous offenses, and find out if the prosecutor in
But when you ohject under Rule 404(b), aren't you
your case likes to "cheat." As the Good Book says, go to batnecessarily saying that the evidence is admissible
tle with "your feet shod with ...p reparation...." Ephesians
ouly to show pmpensity, and therefore not lelevant?
6:12.
After the November elections, you may have to cite
Rule 402 as well.

11.
Object in Detail
If the specific grounds for your objection are not "apparent
from the context," you must lay them out--all of them-for
the tlial court. This is the commandment most likely to be
violated, and the punishment for failure to obey is that you
will he judicially violated on appeal, often savagely.
Consider the following examples:
(I) In Colm v. Stafe, 849 S.W.2d 817, 821 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1993) (Campbell, J. concurring), Judge
Campbell suggested that the~ewas no such ohjection as i'hol~tering." Judge Campbell is not on the
Court auy mole, of course, hut would you like to be
the lawyer to test whether a majority of the Court
will adopt his view? Even though the Court said in
Lankston l r State, 827 S.W.2d 907, 909 (Tex. Ciim.
App. 19921, that appellate courts should not split

'ou cannot object in too much detoil.

(3) Yo11 object that a search of your client's house was
illegal under the Fourth Amendment, hut you do not
invoke Article 38.23 of the Code of Criminal
P~ocedure.What lesnlt? The failure to cite A~ticle
38.23 is not fatal, Polk 1.' Smte, 738 S.W.2d 274
(Tex. Crim. App. 1987), hut forget about arguing
that the sealch violated Article 1, 5 9 of the Texas
Constitution. You nmst not only invoke it, hut give
argulnenls as to how each constitution was
violated. See Heifmart 11. State, 815 S.W.2d 681
(Tex. Crim. App. 1991). You should ohject under
every provision known to man: state and federal
constitutions, state statutory law, fede~alstatutes that
preempt state law, hibal lax-everything. If you
ate going to take all the client's money and lose at
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trial, please have the decency to preserve error fol error, but not if your case at trial depended on the objection).
me when Judge Wisser appoints me to d o the
What is the proper etiquette in such a situation?
appeal.
Unfortunately, for appellate purposes, you must be somewhat
(4) You file a "form" motion to suppress alleging every rude, even though it should be perfectly obvious to the appelconceivable provision that the officers violated, bul late court that the judge implicitly ruled on your objection.
you do not give particulars (e.g., that your client's See, e.g,, Flares v. State, 871 S.W.2d 714, 723 (Tex. Crim.
consent was the fruit of an illegal detention). What App. 1993) (Specific objection to prosecutorial argument,
happens? S o r . a "bare bones" motion to suppress along with request for instruction to disregard and motion for
is permissible, unlike a generalized motion to quash. mistrial not enough where judge responded "what the attorIf, however, you argue something on appeal you neys say is not evidence and cannot be considered by you as
didn't specifically argue at the hearing, the form any evidence"; Court ruled that the appellant was "apparently
motion will not preserve the error. McNniry v. satisfied" with an unclear instruction to disregard, and did not
State, 777 S.W.2d 570 (Tex. App. - Austin 1989). get a ruling on the motion for a mistrial).
aff'd,835 S.W.2d 101, 104 at note 1 (Tex. Crim.
The Flares holding was, of course, nonsense, since it was
App. 1991).
not the appellant who was "satisfied," but his lawyer, and
(5) Sometimes it is not enough that the
for the since it is pure fiction to presume that the lawyer made a conobjection are specific; in addition, where some, but scious decision that he was "satisfied" with the trial court's
not all, of the evidence is admissible, you must spec- failure to rule. In my view, this is the kind of Technicality"
ify the offending part. Hernandez v. Stare, 599 routinely employed to deny defendants a fair trial, and a rule
S.W.2d 614 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980) ("Extraneous that can only he justified by making the trial lawyer responsioffense" objection to pen packet insufficient where ble for doing the judge's job, and not just the lawyer's. "Ask
prior conviction admissible, and attorney did not and ye shall receive" should at least apply to a simple ruling.
specify he was referring to inadmissible motion to
For the nonee, however, Flores is the law. Perhaps the best
revoke).
approach is not "May I have a ruling?'(or my favorite, "Is
The best advice, in short, is never to assume that the hial Your Honor refusing to rule on my objection?"), but somecourt undastands your objection. Without being too pedan- thing like, "Merely for the purpose of the record, then, the
tic, you should act as though you were a law professor split- objection was overruled?" You don't want to highlight the
ting hairs with a first-year law student. So, for example, fact that the judge has ruled against you, of course, but you
explain wJg something is hearsay; don't just object can't let the judge hurt yon on appeal, too. Either that or sim'.Hearsay," apparent as it may be. See, e.g., Meyers v. Smte, ply repeat your objection until the court does its job. All
865 S.W.2d 523 vex. App. - Houston [14th Dist.] 1393, pet. those wanting to legislatively abolish Flares may sign up after
ref'd) (Objection to videotape of child on the basis of "Rule this speech.
801, hearsay" not sufficient to preserve argument that videotape was not a prior consistent statement-under Rule 801).
IV.

You cannot object in too much detail.
111.

Get a Ruling
A lay person might think that once an attorney makes a
timely, specific objection, the judge will rule on the ohjection; after all, isn't that what the judge is for? Incredibly,
however, Rule 52(a) does not require the trial court to rule
on an objection, although it does say that if the judge
"refuses to rule," & the defendant objects to the refusal,
the error is preserved.
Most of you re probably aware, from the anecdotal evi4 experience, of judges who will respond to
dence, if not actual
an objection with "Move on, please" or "The jury will
remember the evidence" or some such statement reluctantly
acknowledging the correctness of the objection, hut not
explicitly telling the jury (or the appellate court) that your
objection was SUSTAINED. Whether judges do this because
it pains them to hurt the State, or because they do not want to
be reversed, or because they're just being judges (the practice
being deeply ingrained, even though it's not 'Sudging"), it
puts the defense lawyer in a bad position. "I take it that Your
Honor is sustaining my objection" will not please the judge
and in some cases has been known to result in the objection
being overruled (all right if you're only trying to preserve

Keep on Objecting
Making a timely, specific object~onis not like getting a
vasectomy: objecting is not a one-time procedure, but something you must do all over again where the State hies something that's already failed. For example, in Hudson v. State,
675 S.W.2d 507, 511 (Tex. Grim. App. 1984). counsel successfully objected to a "Have you heard" question, hut did
nothing when the prosecutor rephrased the question to get the
same effect. Error was not prexerved because '%_aq& must
object every time allegedly inadmissible evidence is
offered." Id.
I have three problems with this iule. First, as the Court of
Criminal Appeals has noted, constant objections can disrupt
the trial. Second, it encourages prosecutors to "backdoor"
aefendants with repeated efforts to introduce improper evi3ence. (This is an example of what I mean by "cheating,"
which does not bother some prosecutors.) Third, the concepMa1 basis for the rule is unsound: the rule presumes, against
%I1common sense, that the defense atrorney is "satisfied" with
h e first ohjection, and doesn't mind evidence coming in that
%hehas kept out, even two or three times. The presumption
mght to be just the opposite, and justice is not served by leting prosecutors outlast defense attorneys by repetition.
Luckily, there are two exceptions to the rule. Recently, in
word v. State, S.W.2d-,
No. 71.760, Tex. Crim. App.,
lecided Feb. 21, 1996, the Court finally made it clear that so-

called "running objections" are permissible. In Ford, the
attorney objected when one sister started to testify as to "victim impact" and asked for a "continuing objection." When a
second sister testjfied, counsel did not renew the objection,
but when the mother was called, he asked the judge to
"extend" his "running objection" to all witnesses, a request
that was granted. The Court ruled that his objection was
obviously "to any and all impact evidence" as "to all witnesses," so that the failure to object to the second sister's testitnony was not fatal.
The Ford Court apparently overruled Goodnrar~v. Stale,
701 S.W.2d 850 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985), sub silentio.
Goodman had suggested that running objections do not cover
"too broad a reach of subject matter...over different witnesses." Id. at 701 S.W.2d 863. Notwithstanding Ford, you
would be wise to specify that your objection is meant to
encompass all witnesses. And, of course, you must make
sure the court erants your nrnning objection; if it does not, or
you do not get a ruling, you must be ready to be on your feet
at all times.
The second exception i s where a subsequent objection
would be "futile." See, e.g., King e. State, 765 S.W.2d 870,
872 (Tex. App. - Houston [lst Dist. 19891) (No objection
required to question calling for heal-say, when question came
immediately after prior hearsay objection overruled). As
Professors Dix and Dawson caution, however, relying on this
exception is "risky," because the appellate court may decide

that the second question was a "new" question, not merely a
paraphrase of the first one. Cf. King with Hudson, agm.
For tactical reasons, you do not want to be continually
objecting in front of the jury, giving them the idea you are
hiding the truth (which you probably are). From the standpoint of preserving error, however, eternal vigilance is the
price of reversal. You may want to apologize to the jury in
closing argument, but not like I did in my first closing
argument ("I'm sorry I objected so much, but it was my
duty to make the objections, and it was the judge's duty to
overrule them.").

v.

Don't "Retract" Your Objection

At trial you have bad a hearing outside the presence of the
jury objecting to evidence that your client regularly burglarized candy stores in order to get jelly beans with which to
entice young children. Under Rule 52(b), your objections are
"deemed to apply to such evidence when it is admitted before
the jury without the necessity of repeating [your] objections."
After a witness has testified about your client's practice of
breaking into candy stores, the prosecutor asks, "And what
did the defendant use this candy for, if anything?" The judge
looks over at you and asks, "Any objections?"
If you answer, "No objection,'' the appellate court will
force-feed you the candy; your objection as to the burglaries
be preserved, but you will be deemed to have, in effect,
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retracted your ohjection as to the defendant's "habit" o
using cmdy to seduce children. For in Texas, the rule ha!
long been that saying "No ohjection" when the evidence i!
offered nullifies the effect of any previous objection. Boykir
v. Stare, 504 S.W.2d 855, 857 flex. Crim. App. 1974), is thr
leading case.
Professors Dix and Dawson are rightfidly critical of thir
rule, although they suggest it may serve "some function'
when the trial couit's question indicates uncertainty or r
desire to reconsider the ohjection. Dix & Dawson,
at p
111, $42.144. In most cases, however, the scenario involver
,
by a care
a pre-bial ruling on a motion to s u p p ~ s sfollowed
less "no ohjection" when the evidence is introduced. See,
e.g., Gearin8 11. Stale, 685 S.W.28 326, 329 (Tex. Crim, App
1985) CNo objection" when pistol offered).
According to the Gearing Court, saying "no ohjection" is
an ' W m a t i v e assert[ion]" hy which the defendant "waives'
error. Id. Note, however, that the defendant is not doing the
waiving, hut his lawyer, and that this is certainly not a "waiver" in the usual sense of a defendant who knowingly and
intelligently (well, "knowingly" anyway) "waives" a constitutional right. Instead, at least wvhe~ethe h i d judge provokes
the response, the rule is a trap for the unwary, and yet anothe~
'"technicality"used to affi~mconvictions.
How can you best get around this technicality? Naturally,
you do not want to repeat your ohjection in all its detail in
front of the jury CThis evidence is not admissible under Rule
404(h) because all it shows is that my client is a child molester."). You would like to say "no objection" with snliling
alacrity, not letting on to the jury that the evidence is the type
thaf keeps the gas chamber operating, hut you can't say that.
One solution is to ask to approach the bench and renew your
objection there (and perhaps, as Racehorse Hayues is reputed
to have done, come away from the bench saying, 'Thank you,
Yonr Honor'' for the jury to hear). Another solution, one
noted by Dix and Dawson, is to say "No fulther objections."
Rasmussen v. State, 608 S.W.2d 205, 211 v e x . Crim. App,
1980) (Emphasis added); bur 3: Purrell v. State, 761 S.W.2d
360 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988) (Objection to State challenge for
cause not presewed where counsel ohjected sufficiently, but
at the end of voir dire responded "No, sir" to court's question
"Anything further?").
The moral is that you should never say "No objection"
unless you redly, really mean it (e.g., where the evidence is
totally useless and you want the jury to know that you, too,
are a truth-seeker). indeed, it is dangerous even to thank the
judge for giving you a ruling, as this may be constlued to
mean that you like the ruling. See Dztnn v. State, 819 S.W.2d
510,523-25 (Tex. Clim. App. 1991) (Counsel asked to give
his opening statement after the State's, as he was entitled to,
l
said he could do so
hut said "Thank you" when the t ~ i acourt
"hen it comes your tiole to put on evidence."). I myself see
no need to give insincere thanks to a judge who has just gutted me, or at best has not hit a lick for my defense.

VI.
Don't let the Client take the Stand and Cure the Error.
By now you will have realized that your client's rights may
not he safe in your hands, given the difficulty of obeying the
commandmmts. You will intuitively have some hunch, then,
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about what kind of perdition awaits when your client takes the
stand to exercise his constitutional right to defeud himself.
God knows what kind of witness he is going to make, hut you
must also worry that he will botch up surefire reversible error.
This is hecause of the pernicious doctrine of "curative
admissibility," wbiih holds that where "a defendant offas the
same testimony as that ohjected to...[he] is not in aposition to
complain on appeal." Stoker v. State, 788 S.W.2d 1, 12 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1989). So, for example, if you have objected to
the search of your client's truck, but he insists on testifying
that he had just picked the drugs up off the floor and had no
idea what they were or how they got there, the jury had better
believe him, because, by admitting possession of the drugs, he
has proven the same facts as the objected-to evidence, i.e., the
search. Pnrker v. State, 384 S.W.2d 712, 713 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1964). noted with approval in the leading case, Tf~omus
1r State, 572 S.W.2d 507 (Tex. Crim. App. 1976) (Opinion on
motion for rehearing).
There ale three exceptions to the doctrine, one of which is
clear and the other two so muddled together with each other
and with the rule that I understand them less than the Rule
Against Perpetuities. The first is that where the State introduces an extraneous offense over proper ohjection, the defendant does not forfeit his objection by taking the stand to mitigate the evidence. See, e.g., Alvnrez s, Stare. 511 S.W.2d 493
(Tex. Crim. App. 1973) (Over proper objeclion, statement in
defendant's confession was admitted to the effect that he carried a pistol "because 1shot and killed a man in Lubbock not
too long ago"; defendant later testified that he had made the
statement, hut explained that the deceased had hit him with a
shovel and "crushed his head.").
The second exception is where the defendant testifies d d y
"to meet, deshoy or explain" erroneously admitted evidence.
Thomas, supra, at 572 S.W.2d 513. Thus, where a defendant
objected to an oral statement to a jailer that he hoped "all the
sons-of-bitches are dead," he did not waive enor in the admission of the statement by testifying he had only told the jailer,
"They may die." Trollinger v. Sfafe, 219 S.W.2d 1018, 1021
(Tex. Crim. App. 1949). As was the case in Ah~nrez,the
defendant was only trying to mitigate the impact of evidence
that should not have been inkoduced in the first place.
The difficulty with this exception, however, is that if the
iefendant's testimony shows "substantially the same facts" as
the testimony he objected to, the enor is cured, even if the
estimony somehow explains the evidence. Consider, for
sample, Sherlock v. State, 632 S.W.2d 604 (Tex. Crim. App.
1982). SherIock objected to a search of his apartment that led
o the discovery of two shotguns stolen in a robbery. Later,
le admitted on the stand that the shotguns were found in his
rpamnent, but explained that he was afraid of his co-defenjant, who he claimed had initiated the rohhery without his
cnowtedge, and who had then taken the guns with him to his
~partment. The Court noted that the "meet, destroy or
:xplain" exception did not apply, because, even though he
m s "ultimately seeking to explain his presence at the Globe
!tore," he admitted that the shotguns were at his home (the
,amefact that was established by the officers' testimony as to
he search). Id. at 632 S.W.2d 606, note 1.
It appears, then, that this exception will only apply where
challenges the accuracy of
he defendant's testimony

I

the objected-to evidence, not where it is in the natule of con- curi~lgthe eltor he is trying to c o n ~ c t .This issue might well
fession and avoidance, as in Parker.
have been litigated in State of Te.ws n Willie Nelson had not
Complicating matters is the third exception, on the basis of the wise and learned trial judge, a great American, granted
which Sherlock pevailed, even though the second exception our motion to suppress. Joe Turner and I were convinced the
did not aoulv. The third exceotion is that testimonv
. eiven bv. . police were lying, and we were ready to put Willie on to
a defendant XQ&
!
to ovelcome the impact of illegally / prove it. Of couse, the curative admissibility issue might
obtained evidence does not cure the error. Thus, because i have proven moot; as Joe told Willie, "No jury is ever going
Shedock testified only because he believed he had to as a j to believe you when you admit you had that malijuana."
iesult of the shotguns being introduced (as evidenced by his i
lawyer prefacing Sherlock's testimony by saying he would
VII.
not have testified but for the admission of the shotguns), and j Jump Though Any Special Procedural Hoops
because the State could uot prove othe~wise,his testimony did
With mspect to some objections, it is not enough that the
not cure the e m r . Id. at 632 S.W.2d 606-607.
objection is timely, specific, iuled upon, repeated, not retlactEssentially, then, the Sherlock exception applies to cases j ed, and not "cured" by your client. For example, where the
where the Con11believes a defendant would not have testified i trial court erroneously denies your challenge for cause to a
except for the admission of evidence gained unconstitutional- i p~ospectivejun;the enor will not b e p ~ a e ~ v unless
ed
you:
ly, even though the testimony establishes the same facts as the i
illegaI evidence. Unde~this exception, the State has the bur- /
(1) Make sure the voir dhe is recorded and transcribed;
den to show that the constitutional violation did not force the i
(2) Use a peremptory challenge 011W prospective
juror;
defendant to testify; a four-part test is employed,
i
whether the defendant's lawyer specifically said he was call- /
(3) Exhaust your pe~empto~y
challenges;
ing his clienl "under protest," as it were. Sherlock at 632 !
(4) Request additional st~ikes;and
S.W.2d 607.
(5) Identify a specific objectionable juror that you
The implications of this exception, to my mind, have not /
would have struck had you not been forced to use a
been adeqnately explored. As explained in Thtnas, supm, at j
peremptory challenge on the juror who should have
572 S.W.2d 515-516, the exception derives fiom the Cou~t'sf
been removed foi cause.
reading of Hartison s United Stofes,392 U.S. 219 (1968). In
Ho>rison,t h e e illegal confessions wele introduced at t~ialto j Clmmbers 11. State, 866 S.W.2d 9
show that the defendant had gone to the victim's house to lob j (Tex. Cli~n.App. 1993).
him, and then killed him. The defendant then took the stand j
to testify that he had only gone to the victim's house to pawn
The ouly way to jump through any special procedural
: c
a gun, and that it had gone off acc~dentally.
'hoops" is, of course, to know about them, and this will
The defendant was convicted, but the conviction was Irequire much iuesome reading or many clients sac~ificedon
~eve~sed.
At the second trial, the defendant did not testify, ,ippeal. There is, however, at least one set of procedural
but the prosecution was allowed to iutroduce his testimony at j I?oops.we all ought to be familiar with: Object, move foi an
the first trial (presumably because it at least put him at the j 1uistruction to disregard, and move for a tnistfial.
scene). The United States S t r p ~ ~ m
Court
e leversed, holding j The Comt of Criminal Appeals has criticized any approach
that the Government had not shown that the illegal confes- / ''dogmatically requir[inglm any rigid three-step process.
sions did not induce Harrison to test~fy;his t ~ i a testimony
l
j Fuller I!. State, 827 S.W.2d 919, 926 (Tex. Ccim. App. 1992).
was likefled to "fruit of the poisonous tree." Thoms at 572 1 'rhus, w h e ~ edefense counsel moved for a mistrial fir@, then
S.W.2d 516.
i (~bjected,aud finally asked for an instruction to disregard, the
With Hn~risonin mind, think with me about Dinon v. State, IZourt concluded that error was prese~veddespite the implop908 S.W.2d 616 (Tex. App. - Amarillo 1995). In Di.ron, the f:r sequence. Koller I,. State, 518 S.W.2d 373,375 and note 2
defendaut denied that he was speeding and requested a jury I Tex. Clim. App. 1975). On the other hand, if your objection
charge under Article 38.23. On appeal, the Amarillo Court j i s sustained, the trial court grants your instruction to dis~eheld that because Dixon had admitted he had a pistol in the 1 1prd, and you stop there without asking for a mistrial, the trial
car, he had waived any w r o ~as to the search, and was there- (:ourt has given you all you asked for, and you will lose on
fore not entitled to a jury charge. The Cou~t~ecognizedthat j ;ippeal. Penq s. State, 691 S.W.2d 636, 655 (Tex. Crim.
this rule created a "Hobson's choice" for defendants but j i4pp. 1985). After all, when the p s e c u t o l stands directly
apparently felt this was just oue more of hfe's little incqnities. i tIehind your client and says "There's someone you haven't
However, was not Dixon's testimony just as "impelled" by / 1~eardfrom, and I don't mean his mouthpiece," how is the trial
an alleged conslitutional violation as Harrison's? The o
:ourt supposed to know you wanted a mistrial? Moreover,
diffe~enceis that Ha~risontook the stand to deny the ill
his is an adversary system, and just as a judge will never sug:est objectious to the prosecutor, God forbid that he should
obtained evidence, while Dixon testified in order to
jut y to throw out the evidence. Even more than in Ha
ielp defense couusel in the interest of justice....
case, however, it is apparent that but for the admiss~onof the
Onc last example and I am done with this cou~mandment.
Dixou would m t have tes
fou all know that while a motion for new trial is not generalillegally obtained evide~~ce,
y requi~edto preserve erlor, you must file one to raise cettain
because there would have been no evidence to fry him.
:laitns, the most common of which is j u ~ yniisconduct.
My position is that a defendant should be able to testify
the purpose of obtaining an Article 38.23 instruction
magine, then, that the foremau and one other juror have not
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only agreed to talk to you, but have told you that the deciding
factor for the jury was that your client would have testified if
he had been innocent.
You promptly file a motion for new trial, along with an
affidavit alleging these facts, which are not determinable
from the record, but which, if true, could entitle your client
to relief. See Reyes v. State, 849 S.W.2d 812 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1993). Let us assume that your affidavit is technically
sufficient to require the trial court to hold a hearing. But cf
Jordm v. State, 883 S.W.2d 664 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994) (No
heariug required where affidavit alleged ineffective assistance of counsel by failure to investigate and failure to call
two named witnesses who would have provided "crucial
exculpatory evideuce"; affidavit defective because it didn't
spell out what the investigation would have revealed or what
the two witnesses would have said). See also the brilliant,
scathing dissent of Meyers, J., in Jordm at 883 S.W.2d 666
(pointing out that the State did not object that the affidavit
provided insufficient notice, and that the Court in effect
treated the motion as if it were "fundamentally defective,"
although we execute people on the basis of capital murder
indictments which "need not plead so much." Id. at 883
S.W.2d 664).
Even though you have requested a hearing in your motion,
the judge does nothing, and your motion is ove~luledby operation of law under Rule 31(e). Have you forgotteo something
tbat the appellate court will punish you for?
You may well have. Under Rule 31(c)(l), you must "present" your motion to the trial court within ten days after filing
it, unless the court permits otheiwise. The term "present" is
not defined, but presumably the ordinary meaning of "bring to
one's atteution" applies. From the wording of Rule 31 itself,
merely filing the motion does not constitute "presentment."
Suppose, however, that you have hand-carried a copy of the
motion to the judge and asked him for a hearing. Is that
enough?
The answer is yes, but you may still lose if the I-ecol.d does
not show that you did that. In Owens v. Sfate, 832 S.W.2d
109 (Tex. App. - Dallas 1992, no pet.), for example, the Cou~t
poured the defendant out even though the motion contained a
certificate from counsel that it had been presented to the trial
court. The Court seemed to think it significant that while the
motion asked for a hearing, there was no proposed order
attached setting a hearing date, and no motion for a hearing
on the motion. Id. at 832 S.W.2d 111. Moreover, despite the
certificate, which admittedly was part of a "preprinted"
motion, the Court said that there was no "written notation"
anywhere in the record showing that the motion was presented. Id. at 832 S.W.2d 112.
But in Green v. Stnte, 754 S.W.2d 687, 689 at note 3 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1988), the Court held tbat a written notation on
the motion was sufficient where it simply said "Presented to
Judge 10-15-85. No date set on hearing." This was tme even
though the notation was not signed, so there was no way to
identify who wrote it. Id. Perhaps Green and Owens can be
reconciled, hut together they illustrate that
procedural
you
hoops are involved: you must "present" the motion
must make the record show it.
The presentment requirement itself is not unfair, since the
trial judge will not know about the motion simply because
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you filed it. Arguably, even sending the judge a copy is not
enough notice to the judge, given the demands on a judge's
time (although the Olvens court would apparently be satisfied
with the filing of a motion for a hearing). The real problem is
not so much with presentment, even though the term is undefined, but with proving it.
The Owem court spoke of there being no "evidence" to
show presentment. But if they meant "evidence" in the strict
sense, even the affidavit of trial counsel would not suffice,
since it would not have been offered into evidence, and Rule
31 provides no procedural mechanism by which presentment
can be shown.
If we are interested in justice, and not technicalities, it
would seem a notation by counsel, either in the motion or
notice of appeal, should suffice; after all, we are officers of
the court just as much as prosecutors. Moreover, if on
appeal the State actually disputes the presentation of the
motion, shouldn't the appellate court either accept the filing
of an affidavit of counsel more fully explaining how the
motion was "presented," or remand to the trial court to
determine the truth?
This would he fair, but probably the courts will take the
niggardly road, and say that the "appellant" did not present a
sufficient record, as required by Rule 50(d). Perhaps we have
become so obsessed with procedure that the tmth, like "actual
innocence" in a death penalty case on a writ, is not important.
This is the supreme irony, since the public regards everything
but the tmth as a "technicality."

vnr.

Beware The Motion In Limine
The Court of Criminal Appeals has said that it "is 'axiomntic' that motions in limine do not preserve error." Webb 11.
State, 760 S.W.2d 263, 275 (Tex. Crim. App. 1988). So, for
example, a motion io limine designed to prevent any mention
of a polygraph exam does not preserve error, even if the
motion is granted. Willis v. State, 785 S.W.2d 378, 384 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1989).
As Professors Dix and Dawson point out, srrprn at § 42.52,
p. 67, the traditional motion in li~ninedoes not ask for a ruling
on the merits, but merely for a party to approach the bench
before going into certain matters in front of the JULY. In this
context, it makes sense to require defense counsel to object
when the State attempts to offer evidence specified in the
motion, especially because the State has violated the trial
court's order, and defense counsel should be incensed.
What happens, however, where the motion is styled as a
"motion in limine," but asks for the exclusion of evidence, not
merely that the State refrain from offering the evidence without the trial court's approval? For instance, if defense counsel
files a "motion in limine" to exclude extraneous offenses
under Rules 404(b) and 403, and the trial court denies it, why
should counsel have to object again at trial?
Two rationales have been offered, both plausible hut not
compelling enough to stir my soul. First, it is suggested that a
trial objection gives the court the chance to reconsider its earlier ruling. Rorno v. State, 577 S.W.2d 251, 252 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1979). Of course it does, but if the issue has already
been argued fully and does not depend on what occurs at trial,
why should the trial court automatically get another chance?

If defense counsel wants to renew the objection in hopes of
finally getting through to him, fine, but does public policy
demand an objection? To those who would respond that this
prevents defense "sandbagging" [i.e., not arguing the issue at
pretrial too vigorously), the obvious answer is that such
defense lawyers will continue to "sandbag" a t trial.
Moreover, unless defense counsel are required to repeat fheir
entire argument, renewing the objection is unlikely to change
the couit's mind. In short, even though defense counsel and
the trial court are not legal adversaries (in theory, at least),
why should we be forced to make the judge give us not just
one ruling, but two? The court deserves help in making a niling, but it is not entitled, as Judge Teague put it, to have
defense counsel as "an unpaid briefing attorney." lung v.
State, 691 S.W 2d 692, 695 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985)
(Dissenting opinion of Teague, I.).
The second justification is even more feeble, at least in
most cases. In Annirage v. State, 637 S.W.2d 936,938 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1982), it was suggested that a trial objection
avoids plncing the "onconscionable responsibility" on the
judge of remembeiing his rulings on "numerous objections"
that are "often" heard "well in advance of trial." My own
experience is that prehial hearings are sometimes not held
until the day of trial, and certainly not so long before trial that
the judge cannot remember his iulings. Moreover, with the
exception of capital cases, a judge usually does not have to
make "numerous" rulings at a pretrial hearing (and note that
even if that were true, the rationale would not fit the case
w h e i ~only one motion was ruled upon).
The true reason for looking with disfavor on pretrial .
motions to exclude evidence is one that 1 only alluded to f

earlier. As the Court noted in Ra~dingsv. State, 874 S.W.2d
740,743 (Tex. App. -Port Worth 1994, no pet.), in many if
not most cases, the trial court will simply not be able to
make an intelligent ruling in advance of trial. For example,
a decision to exclude extraneous offenses cannot be definitive because an offense may be admissible to rebut a defensive theo~y,or because the defense attacks the credibility of
the complaining witness. Of course, this does not mean that
you should not file such motions, because they may help
you (and the trial court) detetmit~ethe general parameters
within which the State must operate. I would still argue,
however, that purely legal issues like, for example, whether
a statement is inadmissible hearsay, can and should be ruled
on at a pretiial healing without the necessity of a renewed
trial objection.
Finally, there is some question as to whether Rule 52(b)
will protect you if you file a p e t ~ i a motion
l
to exclude evidence, but fail to object at trial. Rule 52(b) provides that
where "the trial court hears objections to offered evidence&
-y,
and rules that such evideflce be
admitted, [any] objections shall be deemed to apply to such
evidence when it is admitted before the jury without the
necessity of repeating such objections." (Emphasis added.)
To me, the emphasized words suggest that the rule does !@i
apply to prehiat rulings: the pretrial hearing is "outside the
presence of the jury" hut the evidence has not yet been
"offered." See Dix & Dawson, supra, g 42.64, hut note that
under Rlajas s. State, 530 S.W.2d 298 (Tex. Crim. App.
1975), a ruling at a healing on your pretrial motion to suppress
evidence will pleserve error despite the lack of a trial
objection.
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Beware, then, of the motion in Iimine. It is a good way tc
stop the prosecutor from cheating, and useful in framinj
legal issues for the trial court to think about, but it will no
preserve emor.

M.
MakeA Real Offer of Proof
Your client is on trial for murder, and the victim's brotha
testities on direct that in the last year he never saw the vieti~r
carry a gun. At the start of your case, you call a witness ma
ask her if, on one day six months ago, anything attracted he1
attention to the deceased. Before she can answer "Yeah, t h ~
biggest pistol I ever saw." the piosecutor objects on ~elevancy
grounds. The Court removes the jury, and you do not tell the
court specifically what the witness would have said, bnl
demand to know if the court is denying you the right to "contradict testimony previous to this admitted before the court.'
The judge says that if you're "attempting to develop evidence
that at some time within the last year she has seen the
deceased in this case carry a pistol, then 1am sustaining the
objection because that would he attempted impeachment on a
collateral issue." You do nothing else hut fume. What will
the appellate gods say?
Rule 52(b) of the Rules of Appellate Procedure and Rule
103(a)(2) of the Rules of Criminal Evidence require an "offer
of proof" in the case of excluded evidence, except where the
"substance" of the evidence was "apparent from the context
within which [the] questions were asked." An offer of proof
may be in actual question and answer form or may he "in the
form of aconeise statement" by counsel.
Thus, in our example, taken from Gutieriez v. State, 764
S.W.2d 796 (Tex. Crim. App. 1989), have you done enough?
In this case, perhaps surprisingly, yes. The Gutierrez Court
held that counsel bad made a suffciently "concise statement"
as to what the witness would have said. Id. at 764 S.W.2d
798. I disagree with this rationale, because counsel never
said ag&&g as to what the wimess would say, but only that
her testimony would conbadict that of the victim's blother. I
can also tell you that the second-best trial lawyer in Texas,
Doug Tinker,* will assure you that not all courts are so liheral. See Saenz v. Sfute, 879 S . K 2 d 301, 307 (Tex. App. Colpus Christi 1994, no pet.) (Where Doug said his intention
was to ask expert witness "whether or not a person with a
Delusional Disorder, whether or not that did mean that they
had a serious mental disease or defect," Comt says this was
not a "concise statement").
Nevertheless, the result in Gutierrez is comect, since the
answer was "apparent from the context." As the Court recognized, the trial judge ''wrtainly knew what he was excluding."
Id. at 764 S.W2d 798. The same thing could have been said
in the Saenz case, and I would also note that Doug's statement
was certainly concise.
The moral is that you should never assume that the testimony is apparent from the context, nor should you make an
offer of proof by way of a "concise statement." The appellate gods can be as whimsical as Zeus, so you cannot risk
being abused like Tinker. Moreover, you have an
right to make your offer of proof in question and answer
form, outside the presence of the jury. Tafli~n11. State, 798
S.W.2d 569, 571 (Tex. Crim. App. 1990). This procedure

will no doubt annoy the trial court, hut, after all, the court
caused the problem, didn't it? And, perhaps needless to say,
don't let the judge In11 you along by denying your request "at
this time." Wallace v. State, 782 S.W.2d 854, 856 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1989). This is not a definitive ruling and,
although you have no right to make your offer of proof
immediately, don't forget to make it before the court
instructs the jury.
In sum, make a d offer of p r o d it will preserve the error
and it never hurts to practice your direct examination.

* Sorry, Doug, Joe made me say this.
A.

Lie Behind the Log if you can,
but make sure its a Log
Not a few people will consider my last "commandment"
immoral, if not legally "unethical." Suppose, for example,
that the prosecutor notices that he has named the wrong complaining witness in the indictment. He therefore moves
before trial to amend the indictment, and the court grants the
motion. You notice, however, that the trial court does not
alter the indictment itself. You also kuow that under Wurd v.
State, 829 S.W.2d 787 (Tex. Crim. App. 1992), an atnendmmt is not effective until the trial court alters it; the granting
of the motionto amend is not enough.
You say nothing. After the jury has been sworn, the
prosecutor realizes as he starts to read the indictment that it
has not been changed. He then requests the court to
change the indictment in accord with its previous order
granting the motion to amend. You object under Article
28.10(b) of the Code of Criminal Procedure that the State
cannot amend the indictment after trial begins over your
objection. You also know that in Brown v. State, 828
S.W.7.d 762, 764 (Tcx. Crim. App. 1991), the Court of
Criminal Appeals held that if Article 28.10 is violated,
harm is presumed and a reversd is required. You d o not,
however, tell the trial court about Brown.
With some slight alterations, this was the sCenario in
McCoy v. State, 889 S.W.2d 354 (Tex. App. - Houston [14th
Dist.] 1994, pet. ref'd). McCoy's conviction was reversed,
3Ut the opinion does not discuss the questions I want you to
zonsider. First, was there anything "unethicaP' in failing to
ell the trial judge before trial began that he needed to alter
he indictment? Similarly, did you have a duty once trial
ltarted to tell him that a violation of Article 28.10 would
~utomaticallyresult in reversal? And secoud, regardless of
:thics, and forgetting the result, which we now know in hindiight, should you have taken the risk that the trial court's
~ctionwould amount to "fundamental error," or should you
lave ohjmted at p~etrial,hoping, of course, that he would
ieny your objection?
As to the ethical questions, you may properly say that
rou did not affirmatively mislead the court All you did
Mas fail to inform the judge of a fact (that he had not
dtered the indictment) and of the law (Brown). Of course,
lad you objected hoping he would not know about Wwd,
rou would have been relying on the court's ignorance there,
00. Is this kosher?

I submit two views for your consideration:
Previously, when it came to the preparation of the original trial court's charge, a
criminal defense attorney of this state was
an advocate, and not an adjunct, unpaid
briefing attomey for the tl-ial judge. Cf.
Number 13 1 of the State Bar of Texas'
Committee on Interpretation of the Canons
of Ethics, June 1956, which states that an
attorney for the accused, who discovers a
fatal and fundamental defect in the indictment, is not obligated to bring such error to
the attention of the trial court.
Lnllg v. Stnte, 691 S.W.2d 692, 695 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985)
Teague, I., dissenting).
MANSFIELD, J., joins this opinion with
the following note: I join the majority opinion of the Court, agreeing that a charging
instrument that fails to charge "a pelson" is
not an indictment as defined by art. V., Sec.
12(b) and art. I, Sec. I 0 of the Texas
Constitution. I am troubled, however, by
the failure of trial counsel to object to the
error in the charging instruinent prior to
trial, given that the error was obvious. Had
this been done, a substantial amount of time
and resources (both State's and appellant's)
would have been saved, and justice would
have been better served.
Cook 18. Slnte, 902 S.W.2d 471, 480 (reversing Cook's conviction because the indictment did not include his name, even
though no pretrial objection to the indictment).
You already know which view 1 agree with, but let me add
that I wonld only be "troubled" if an attorney did not "lie
behind the log" (LC.,"sandbag" the trial comt when, on balance, it is in the best interest of his client). The defense
lawyer's duty is not to conserve "tilne and resou~res,"certainly not the State's, and not his client's, either, where the client
would rather not be convicted. As the English barrister,
Henry Brougham, explained in 1820: "An advocate by the
sacred duty which he owes his client knows, in the discharge
of that office, but one person in the world, that client and
noue other. To save that client by all expedient means...he
must go on reckless of the consequences, if his fate it should
unhappily be, to involve his country in confusion for his
client's protection." Quoted in Alan M. Dershowitz,
Reasonable Doubts (1996), pp. 180-181. Atto~neyswho do
not understand or agrec with this should not be criminal
lawyers, for they would not be qualified.
that of tactics, 1 believe that the
As to the second qoeslio~~,
attorney in McCoy did the smart thing. Granted, tlie law was
not absolutely clear at the time of trial, and he was taking
some risk that the appellate court would find a way to get
around Wr~rrland Bronv~. On the other hand, had counsel
objected at pretrial to the court's failure to amend the indictment itself, even without mentioning War-(1,it is probable that

the court would have made tlie changes then, and a skillful
PI-osecutoru~ouldhave immediately agreed with the defense,
under the general principle "Give the defendant all the useless
due process he wants."
Compare the situation in McCoy, however, with t l ~ eone in
Lnr~g. As Judge Clinton noted in a thoughtful concurring
opinion, Id. at 691 S.W.2d 693, a defense attomey will faithCully represent his client, a s required by the Code of
Professional Responsibility, "by pointing out defects in a
chal-gc to the jury when it is to his client's benefit to do so,
rather than ~ i s kan appellate determination that what counsel
believed to be 'a fi~ndameutallydefective jury charge' is not
that at all." Judge Clinton's point in Lnrrg was that had counsel uuder the particular facts objected to the charge, he would
have had a good chance of winning at trial had the objection
been sustained; if not, he would still have preserved the error
and avoided the "egregious harm" test of "Allr~orlznthe
Te~rible."See Long at 691 S.W.2d 694.
Judge Clinton's position i s (as usual) the best one.
Particularly because courts at-e increasingly loathe to recognize "fundamental error," whether it be in an indictment, jury
charge, or anywhere else,* you should ouly "lie behind the
log" when: (a) you a]-e fairly sure it's a "log" (automatic
reversible error) & (b) sustaining the objection would not
help your client in any siguificant way. I suggest that you
object unless both these requirements are met, because you
can never be absolutely suresomething is reversible ermr:
can you imagine, aftet-all, how the defense lawyerin Exprfrte
McWillinm, 634 S.W.2d 815 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982). felt
when the Court ovelluled some one hundred
Years of law and abandoned the carving doctrine? If you
are lucky enough to spot Cook error, however, by all means
keep your mouth shut, because bringing the error to the court's
attention will only result in an amendment, which will do your
client no good. If Cook is then overruled, you will still have
fought the good fight-the fight for your client.
* An approach I generally agrec with, by the way, cousistent with my objection to convictions being affirmed on
"technicalities."

Conclusion
If I have been able to tcach you anything, it was more from
my failures than my soccesses. Go and sin no I ~ o I -*~ .
Terrerlce W.Kirk received rr B.A. in Englislr, Srrn~rnnclrnr
lrr~~de,
flom the Ulli~emif)'of Te.ws nt A~rslirl,m d rrcei\"d
tlre Corn Crn~vforrfAivard for best ~ r r d e ~ g r n d ~in
~ athe
te
English Departn~erzf.He wceii~erlhis J.D.f,.onr the Ur~ieersiQ
of Tesns School qf h i : ndtlr houors. Ape]- gradrmliorr, Terry
~ e r w rrrs
l a 6rieJng ntto,?~eyfor Jrfdge Trr~mnlrRo6ert.s 011
the Corn-f of Crirnirml Appenls, as on ossociafe wit11 Mir~tor~,
6111-ton,Foster & Collirrs, rrnd crrrrently works wit11 Joe
Turner. He is b o n d certified ir~cri~nir~al
inn: mld rrceiverl
*Ire T.C.D.L.A. Presiderrtinl Al~~n,d,for
Cor~rrib~rtiorls
to the
TCDLA Amicrrs Co~nmitteein 1993. Terry is best kuowrr,
lrowe~w;,for his role ns the nrigrm/ic (frrt) police officer ill
'/~ec111fclnssic, "Skrcker. " IIItlrefilm, Ter~ynssirts in 011i l k
prrl m?rst;he iropes to plrry /Ire rleferlse l w y e r in the seqrrel,
?ltlro~mlzhe hns not re/ Ilern-rlfroro 111erlirecton
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I, IWTRODUCTlOl

i competent to testify in a mimind prose-

This asticle focuses upon the issue of

f ohildren.'

whether the State of Texas can compel

i

f cution except insane persons and certain

defense-hired expert witnesses to
testify for the State in a criminal

BY David b~trfofd

f

j

i
!

;

j

proceeding, and whether the State can

!
i

compel disclosure of reports prepared

i

by such experts.' While this inqui~y

will necessitate a discussion of the attorney-client privilege and the

i

i

i
t
i6

"work product" doctrine, it must also encompass a discussion of
reciprocal discovery rights by the prosecution and the defense and
the effect of compulsory discovery upon a defendant's rights to due
p r o c ~of
s law and effective assistance of counsel uncber the Sixth

i
i
i
f

j
j

Specifically, Article 38.10, C.C.P.,
states that
All other persons, except those eonmerated in Articles 38.06, 38.101,
and 38.11, whatever may he the
rlationship between the defendant
and witness, are competent fo testify, except that an attorney-at-law
shall not disclose a communication
made to him by his client during the
existence of that relationship, nor
disclose any other fact which came
to the knowiedge of mch attoiney
by reason of such relationship.
Since defense-hired experts fit within
none of the above exceptions to Article
38.06, C.C.P., it is clear that defense
hired expests are competent rn testify as
to information obtained through their
investigations.

i

j It is equally clear that defense attorj neys are not competent tQ testify as to

f conversations with or the contents of
f reports prepared by defense-hired
and Fourteenth amendment^.^
f experts. In fact, the State Bar Rules
! [hereinafter Rules] prohibit an attorney
j fromknowingly revealing a confidenee
11. BACKGROUND
In order to avofd undue complexity with potential issues of a purely eviden- i or sec1%t4of his client except when pertiary nature, I shall assume that the teslimony andk reports desired by the prose- it mitted under the Rules or when required
c u m relate both to theories advanced by the pmsecution in proving, its case - in - j by law or court order?
!
chief and &ear& relied upon by the defense in presenting its defensive case.
3
Moreover, while an attorney is himj
self incompetent lo testify as lo informaIh an examination of This i w e , it is first appropriate to address the question of
competency of witnesses to testify in a criminal proceeding. Article 38.06 of the j tion learned within the privileged relaTexas Code of Criminal PtBcedure [hereinafter C.C.P.1, states that all persons are ! tionship with his client and is, in fact,
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prohibited by the Rules from disclosing such information, he
is directed to
. .exercise reasonable care to prevent his employees,
associates, and others whose services are utilized by him
from disclosing or using confidences or secrets of a
client, except that a lawyer may reveal the information
allowed by DR4-I 01 (c) through an empl~yee.~
Still, an attorney is prohibited by the Rules from snppressing any evidence that he or his client has a legal obligation to
reveal or produce?

.

Thus it seems that if a trial judge entered ao order to compel a defense-hired expert to testify, or to disclose a repolt
prepared t h ~ e h ya, ~question would arise as to whether a
defense attorney could refuse to comply with the order.
Although an attolney has an ethical obligation to vigo~ously
assert the rights of his client which may require him to contest
the older,' it can be argued that an attorney who does contest
the validity of such an order in a criminal proceeding comes
dangerously close to violating Section 36.05(a) (2&3) of the
Penal Code if the attorney conditions his payment of the
expat's fee on the expelt's refusal to comply with the State's
attempted discove~y.Section 36.051a) states that:
a) A person commits an offense if, with intent to influence the witness, he offe~s,confers, or agtees to confer
any benefit on a witness or prospective witness in an official proceeding or coerces a witness or prospective witness in an official p~oceeding:

***

Specifically, it can he at& that the compulsion of such testimony and reports: 1) invades the attorney-client privilege; 2)
falls with the purview of the "work product" doctrine; 3) violates a defendant's right, under the Fourteenth Amendment, to
due process of law because of a lack of reciprocal discovery
between the prosecution and the defense; and 4) violates a
defendant's right to effective assistance of counsel under the
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendmentss

A. The Attorney-Client Privilege
The attorney-client privilege can be relied upon to protect
ONLY the testimony of defense-ked expelts relating to facts
obtained fmm the attorney and the defendant-client."
In United Stares v. United Shoe Co.,J2a federal district
court set out a definition of the common law ~ u l of
e the attorney-client privilege:
The privilege applies only if 1) the asserted holder of the
privilege is 01 sought to become a client; 2) the person to
whom the communication was made a) is a member of
the bar of a court, or his subordinate and b) in connection
with this communication is acting as a lawyer; 3) the
communication reIates to a fact of which the attorney has
been informed a) by his client h) without the presence of
strangers c) for the purpose of securing primarily either i)
an opinion on law M ii) legal selvins or iii) assistance in
some legal proceeding, and not d) for the purpose of
committing a crime or tort; and 4) the privilege has been
a) claimed and b) not waived by the client."

21 to withhold any testimony, information, document, or
thing, 3) to elude legal process summoning him to testify
or supply evidence, . . .
However, if an attomey instructed his retained expert to testify or disclose his reports in compliance with the older and
merely sought to contest the validity of the order on the basis
of the legal points raised below in section 111, his conduct
would not fall within the purview of the statute. If, on the other
hand, an attorney instructed his expelt not to testify as oldered,
such condnct might be in violation of the statute. Moreover,
instructions by an attorney to alter, destroy, or otherwise make
unavailable repom prepared by his expelt would constitute a
violation of Sections 37.09, [Tampering With or Fabricating
Physical Evidence] and 32.47, [Fraudulent Destruction,
Removal, or Concealment of Writing], of the Penal Code.

In Williams v. Willim," Article 713 (now Article 38.10)
Z.C.P., was held to he a codification of the common law
kttorney-client p~ivilegeso well stated in United Shoe Co."
The Williams cou~lstated that
[t] he ~ u l is
e absolute as to communications made with an
attorney as to past transactions and offenses....The purpose of it is to secure to litigant's flee communication
with their attoineys upon all matters involved in litigation
and any other legitimate matters concerning which legal
advice is desiled.I6 (emphasis added)
However, in Ballard v. Ballard,J7a Texas Court of Civil
4ppeals stated that ". . . before a con~municationto an attorley is protected it must appear that the communication was
nade by a client. . ."Is in professional secrecy.

Thus, a defense attorney conflouted with an attempted compulsion of the testimony or reports of his expelt witnesses can
probably only attempt to cantroveft the legality of an order by
the trial judge directing their testimony or autho~izingplosecuto~ialdiscovery of theicrep~~ts.'~
It is now approptiate to examine the legal theones upon which defense counsel can attempt to
contest the legality of prosecuto~ialattempts at compulsory d i e
covely of defense-hired expert testimony and repotts.

Ballard appears to limit the p~ivilegeto those matters
vhich directly pass between an attorney and his client.
3owever, according to Willimns, the rule is to secure all inaters involved in litigation or upon which legal advice is
eqnwted. Thus, it can he argued that the rnle does not cover
111sitoations encompassed by the policy since matters passing
rotn a client to an attorney through a third party intermedia~y
lave not been held privileged by the Texas courts.

Ill. COMPULSION OF DEFENSEdHIRED EXPERT
TESTIMONY AND PROSECUTORIAL DISCOVERY
OF THEIR REPORTS

In United Stares s. Ko~rel,'~
the Second Circuit was cotlronted with a situation where the defendant Kovel was
djudged in contempt of court for refusing to answer a quesion asked by the grand jury. Kovel was a full time, nonawyer employee for a law firm, specializing in accounting.
Che court ~ecoguizedtwo conflicting forces; the need for tmth

There ale four tbeo~ieswhich can be advanced by defense
counsel to defeat prosecutorial attempts to compel defense
hired expelt testimony or the discovery of their repolts.
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in the fact-finding process demanded the restriction of the iefeuse, the need for a clarified position on this issue by the
privilege, and yet an attorney should be allowcd to sely upon :ourts of Texas is obvious. This is particularly true in light of
professional agents in the preparation of his cases with the I recent statement by the Supreme Court that:
assurance that all work prepared for him would not be disAs a practical matter, if tlie client knows that damaging
closed to the opposing party." The court held that staten~e~its
iuformation could more readily be obtained from the
made in confidence by the client to agents of the attorney
attoruey followiug disclosure than from himself in the
were privileged regardless of the presence or absence of the
abseuce of disclosure, the client would be reluctant to
d
has been held not limited soleattorney." The K o ~ principle
confide in his lawyer aud it would be difficult to obtain
ly to cases in stages of litigati~n.~'
It has been extended to
fully informed legal advice. However, since the privilege
protect those persons in privity with the attorney or client,23
has tlie effect of withholding relevant information from
and such commu~~ications
to non-lawyer agents mill fall withthe fact-finder, it applies only where necessary to achieve
in the scope of the privilege if they form links in the chain of
its purpose. Accordingly it protects only those disclo'~
communication between the attorney and the c l i e ~ t . Further,
sures-necessat-y to obtain informed legal advice-which
K o i d has been extended to experts other than accountar~ts;~~ might not have been made absent the privilege?'
therefore, all experts are theoretically included within the
In addition, a recent case has elnphasized thenecessity of
scope of the privilege.
dlowing "interested" third parties to sit in on otherwise confilential communications in the context of a joint deCeuse3' (by
Two arguments have been advanced to justify the expanwo defendants with separate attorneys). 0 1 1 a policy basis,
sion of this privilege to experts. One may argue either that the
be ueed for confidentiality in such a situatiou is no gl-eater
expert is merely a conduit who relates the client's communihan whcre ooutsidc expert assistance is necessary to tlie prepacation to the attorney, or that the expert acts as an interpreter
ation of the defense. Even employing a balancing test, as one
to translate the significance of the client's information to the
:oust has suggested,'' to ascertain whether the Texas courts
attorney .I6
hodd extend the privilege to include co~ii~nunications
to a
on-lawyer expert, the obvious necessity of non-lawyer
Texas, however, does not appear to have adopted ally of
:xpert advice outweighs any increased burden on the factthe foregoiug views of tlie attorney-client privilege. In
inding process.
Minor 1, Bishop," a Court of Civil Appeals held that where
statements were made to an attorney who represented two
Notwithstanding this conclusion, it is unclear whether
distinct parties, and they were made i n the presence of a
eliance up011 the attor~iey-clientprivilege would be successnumber of other interested litigants with the intent that all
ol in Texas in protecting the communications of defenselitigants hear the staten~ents,such statemeuts were not privitil-ed experts fl-0111 prosecotorial discovery. Nevertheless, it
leged. Thus, Mir~oi-appal-ently stands for the pmposition that
hould be vigorously asserted.
statements, made in the presence of parties not agents of the
attorney and not intended to be privileged, will not be privi.The Work Product Doctrine
leged. More importantly, Johrrson I,. State,'' held that where
In Hickmrn~I,. Taylor;" the United States Supreme Court
statements were made in a general conversation by tlie
~terpretedRule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
accused to his attorney and another person, these statements
ud stated that an attempt
were not privileged. There, however, the relatiouship of the
. . .to secure wsitten statements, private memoranda and
third party to the accused or tlie attorney was not revealed
persolla1 recollections prepared or formed by an adverse
by the Court's o p i n i o ~ ~ . ' ~
party's counsel in the course of his legal duties. . . falls
outside the area of discovery and contravenes the public
Thus, although no authoritative case has been handed down
policy underlying the orderly prosecution and defense of
by the Texas courts;0 an argument can be made that the attorlegal claims. Not even the most liberal of discovery theoney-client privilege in Texas does extend to protect the testiries call justify u~nvarrantedinquiries into tlie files and
mony of defense-hil-ed experts from discovery. If the privilege
the mental inlpressions of an attorney. * * * * * * This
does so extend, however, it will only attach to the statcn~ents
work is reflected, of course, in interviews, statements,
made by the defendant to the expert, because
memoranda, correspondence, briefs, mental impressions,
. . .the protective cloak of this [attorney-client] privilege
personal beliefs, and countless other tangible and iotangidocs not extend to inforo~ationwhich an attorney secures
ble mays - aptly thoogh roughly tenned. . .as the "work
fvom a witness while acting for his client in auticipation
product of the l a ~ y e r . " ' ~
of litigation. Nor does tlie privilege concern the memoThe work product doctrine was thus created, although it
randa, briefs, co~n~nuuications
and other writings pre(as created solely in the context of a civil case and was limitpared by counsel for his own use in prosecuting [defend3 to materials prepared by the attorney himself. At first
ing] his client's case; and it is equally unl-elated to
lance, it appears peculiar that the attorney-client privilege
writings which reflect an attorney's mental imnpressions,
oes not protect the materials enumerated i n Hickrnan.
conclusions, or opinions or legal theories?'
owever, the "work product doctrine is distinct from and
Of course, merely because Texas has not adopted the Kovel
roader than the attorney-client privilege.""
principle and its extensions does uot mean that the courts will
not protect statements made by a defendant to a defense-hired
Then, in United Sfafes v. noble^;'^ the Supremc Court
expert. Given the co~nplexitiesin the preparation of a criminal
(tended the "work product" doctrine to criminal cases and

stated that the role of the work product doctriue
. . .in assuring the proper functioning of the criminal justice system is even more vital. The interests of society
and the accused in obtaining a fair and accurate resolution of the question of guilt or innocence demand that
adequate safeguards assure the thorough preparation aud
presentation of each side of the case.'9
The Court noted that both state and federal courts had
recognized the "work product" doctrine in criminal proceedings and that it protected both the prosecution and the
Of particular significance was the Court's asserdefense!'
tion that
[olne of those realities is that attorneys often must rely
on the assistance of investigators and other agents in the
compilation of materials in preparation for trial. It is
therefore uecessary that the doctrine protect material
prepared by agents for the attorney as well as those prepared by the attorney himself. Moreover, the concerns
reflected in the work product doctrine do not disappear
once trial has begun. Disclosure of an attorney's efforts
at trial, as surely as disclosure during pretrial discovery,
could disrupt the orderly development and presentation
of his case!'
Nevertheless, the Court went on to hold that the prosecution
had a right to see written statements made by defense witnesses after they testify in court because their testimony and
reliance upon such statements at trial constituted a waiver of
the work product privilege. The Nobles decision did not indicate whether the opinion was based upon the Constitution or
the Court's inherent supervisory power over the federal
courts. It is clear that the Court's holding-that the lower
court could properly order the defense to disclose written
statements made by defense witnesses after they had testified-was premised on a waiver of the work product doctrine.
Still, a proper inquiry is whether the Court's decision that the
role of the work product doctrine ". . .in assuriug the proper
fuuctioning of the criminal justice system is even more
vital"" was based on constitutional grounds.

these concepts have been treated separately,"' although the
courts have sometimes intertwined the two.a Therefore, it
would appear that the doctrine is "firn~lyestablished as a
common law privilege ""
Further, none of the cases to which the Court in Nobles
referred as recognizing the work product doctrine in criminal
law have treated the work product doctrine in constitutional
terms. No actual authority, therefore, exists to sustain the
proposition that the work product doctrine, as discussed in
Nobles, is premised on constitutional grounds. Still, the
Nobles Court stated that "[tlhe interests of society and the
accused in obtaining a fair and accurate resolution of the
question of guilt or innocence demand that adequate safeguards assure the thorough preparation and presentation of
each side of the case."" It may, therefore, be argued that this
is an indication that the Court views the work product doctrine as "implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,"" or "fundamental to the American scheme of justice,"'' and hence
within the purview of the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Whether in fact the work product doctrine is a constitutional principle applicable to the states remains to be seen. In the
event that it is, then any testimony and reports of defensehied experts within the general xea of work product will be
protected by the privilege, unless it is otherwise waived. If the
work product doctrine, however, is not based upon constitulional principles, then the question becomes whether the
Texas courts will follow the common law and recognize the
doctrine as it relates to defense counsel.

In an analysis of the basis for the decision in Nobles, it may
be helpful to consider the history of the work product doct h e . One commentator has stated that
[tlhe natural jealousy of the lawyer for the privacy of his
file, and the court's desire to protect the effectiveness of
the lawyer's work as the manager of litigation, have
found expression, not only as we have seen in the evidential privilege for confidential lawyer-client communications, but in mles and practices about the va~iousforms
of pretrial discovery. Thus, under the chancery practice
of discovery, the adversary was uot required to disclose,
apart from his own testimony, the evidence which he
would use, or the names of the witnesses he would call in
suppolt of his own case. The same restriction has often
been embodied in, or read into, the statutory discovery
syste~ns!~(Footnotes omitted)
Also, as Wigmore has noted, the work product doctrine
and the attorney-client privilege spring from the same common law origiii." In the United States, unlike England,
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But what of the work product doctrine in Texas? Artich
39.14, C.C.P., specifically exempts from discovery to tht
defendant "the work product of counsel in the case and thei
investigators and their notes or reports." This statutory worl
product rule operates to the henefit of the State; there is nc
statutory counterpart that operates to the henefit of the defen
dant. Moreover, although the case law is replete with exam
ples of the denial of discovery motions under Article 39.11
C.C.P. when the motions requested the work product of thc
prosecutor, there are no authoritative cases discussing the
work product doctrine as it applies to defense counsel.
If the Nobles decision is, indeed, based upon constitutional
grounds then the work product doctrine as applied therein will
be applicable to the states. If it is not, then the question arises
as to whether Texas will by statute or judicial iuterpretation ol
state law afford the work product of defense attorneys the
same protection afforded that of the prosecution.
Given the arguments advanced below in sections 111 (C &
D), it is unlikely that the Texas courts could deny the protection of the work product doctrine to the testimony and reports
of defense-hired experts. It would appear, therefore, that
defense attorneys could successfully rely upon the work product doctrine to block prosecutorial attempts to compel expert
testimony and discovery of reports prepared by defense-hired
expert witnesses.

C. Due Process
As stated above in section 111 (B), Article 39.14, C.C.P.,
specifically exempts from discovery the "written statements
of witnesses and. . .the work product of counsel in the case
and their investigators and their notes or report," and". . .written communications between the State or any of its agents or
representatives or employees." This statutory work product
rule operates only to the henefit of the prosecutor; there is no
similar statutory equivalent protecting the defense counsel's
work product. Thus, the key question is whether a court order
compelling the testimony and disclosure of defense-hired
experts, who will not testify for the defense, will violate due
process standards.

[tlhe State may not insist that trials be nm as a "search
for truth" so far as defense witnesses are concerned,
while maintaining "poker game" secrecy for ils own witnesses. It is fundamentally unfair to .require a defendant
to divulge the details of his own case while at the same
time subjecting him to the hazard of surprise conceming
refutation of the very pieces of evidence which he has
disclosed to the State?wootnotes omitted)
According to the Court, the lack of significant govemmenal interests in not affording reciprocity clearly justified its
~oldingthat an absence of reciprocity in such a situation
wulted in a deprivation of due process to the defendant.
The principle of Wa~diusis analogous to the instant analy;is. It is easy to conceptualize the deprivation of due process
xcasioned by the compelled discovery of testimony and
.eports falling within the defense attorney's work product
vhen the prosecutor's work product is specifically exempted
iom discovery?'
Moreover, neither the "use before the jury" rule'6 nor the
;askin rulei7 obviate the analogy, even though these rules
,ontrol over the work product exception of Article 39.14,
:.C.P?' That the "use before the jury" and Gaskin rules conrol over Article 39.14, C.C.P., is apparently grounded on the
ame theory that led to the Supreme Court's holding in United
:fates 11. Nobles, which is that the use of the document or the
sstimony of the witness involves a waiver of the work prod~ cdoctrine.
t

The focus of inquiry begins with Willinnrs 11. Florida."
There, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of
Florida's notice-of-alibi rule. That rule required pretrial notification to the prosecution by the defendant of the anticipated
defense of alibi. The defendant was required to notify the
prosecution of the place at which a defendant claimed to he at
the time in question and the names and addresses of the witnesses to he called in support of the alibi. The Court emphasized that due process was not violated when "the defendant
enjoys reciprocal discovery against the State."52

Reliance for this due process argument can also be had
pon United States v. Wright.59There, the defense retained an
nvestigator to interview potential witnesses and he suhseuently submitted a report to the defense attorney. At trial, the
nvestigator testified for the defense and the trial court
rdered the defense to turn over a copy of his entire report to
le government. Upon review, the court of appeals held that
[tlhe defendant has a right under the Fifth Amendment to
compel the state to investigate its own case, fiud its own
evidence, and prove its own facts. The defense has no
duty to help the prosecution convict the defendant. We
therefore reject any rule which would require the defense
to turn over to the prosecution prior statemeuts of
defense witnesses which could he used by the prosecution as evidence against the accused@
.'
Wright, however, may have been implicitly overruled by
'nited States v. noble^.^' The Nobles Court did not expressly
vermle Wright, hut did distinguish it on the ground that no
eneral "fishing expedition" into defense files or into the
sfense investigator's report was involved in noble^.^' Thus,
is unclear if Wright is still good law.63

In Wardius v. Oregon," the Supreme Court was confrouted
with an issue unresolved in Willinnis, which was whether the
due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment forbids the
enforcement of notice-of-alibi rules in the absence of reciprocal discovery rights for the defendant. The Supreme Court, in
holding that due process is violated in the absence of recipro
cal discovery rights, stated that

Prosecutorial compulsion of defense-hired expert testimony
~dreports, therefore, may he violative of due process. If this
true, then the result will he to either forbid prosecutorial
tempts to obtain the testimony of or reports by defense hired
cperts who will not testify for the defense, or to permit the
xnpulsory discovery and compelled testimony of experts by
)th the prosecution and defense. Since Article 39.14, C.C.P.,

forbids the compelled disclosure by prosecution experts of
their reports, the former practice would be the better. Another
consideration in support of the former practice is that the
sanctity of the work product of an attorney may be more
important than mutual discovery by the parties. While there
does not appear to be ally reason why the prosecutor could not
waive the protection of Article 39.14, C.C.P. and request reciplocal discovery, a reason does exist, as will be discussed
below iu section 111 (D).

D. Effective Assistance of Counsel
Three arguments can he advanced for the proposition that
prosecutorial attempts to obtain the testimony and reports of
defense-hired experts, not called by the defense at trial, violate defendants' right to effective assistance of counsel: 1 )
the compulsion of defense-hired expert testimony interferes
with the attorney-client privilege and therefore violates the
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments; 2) the compulsion of
defense-hired expert testimony and discovery of reports prepared therehy violates the work product doctrine and therefore violates the Sixth and Fomteenth Amendments; and 3)
the compulsion of defense-hired expert testimony and discovery of reports prepared therehy infringes on the right ofmutual discovery and therefore violates the Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments.
As a general proposition, the Sixth Amendment right to
counsel, which is applicable to the states through the
Fourteenth Amendment, means the right to "effective assistance of counsel."" This right encompasses the right to adequate trial preparation by counsel which may necessitate the
The ~rotectionof the right to effective
assistance of ex~erts.~'
assistance of counsel is the underlying basis for the arguments
advanced below.

-

The first argument, that compulsory discovery in this context interferes with the attorney-client relationship, is supported by some federal cases which involved the use of psychiatric experts. Since it was noted above in section III(A) that
the attorney-client privilege could ouly protect testiniony of
experts, if at all, this argument can only pertain to the expert's
testimony.
~
expert, not
In United Stales v. ~ I v a r e za, ~defense-hired
called upon to testify at trial by defense counsel, was called to
testify by and for the prosecution. The Third Circuit held that
the expert's testimouy was within the attorney client privilege
and therefore could not he compelled. Moreover, the Court
rejected the government's argument that the defense had
waived the privilege with regard to the non-testifying expert
by raising, through the testimony of other experts, the defense
to which the nou-testifyingexpert would have testified for the
defense [and to which the expert did in fact testify for the
prosecution]. The court stated that:
The effect of such a [waiver] rule would, we think, have
the inevitable effect of depriving defendants of the effective assistance of counsel in such cases. A psychiatrist
will of necessity make inquiry about the facts surrounding the alleged crime, just as the attorney will. Disclosure
made to the attorney cannot he used to furnish proof in

the government's case. Disclosures made to the attorney's expert should he equally unavailable, at least until
he is placed on the witness stand. The attorney must he
free to make an informed judgment with respect to the
best course for the defense without the inhibition of creating a potential government witne~s.~'
The court also noted that the defense counsel could properly assume that defensive expert testimony could not he compelled and cited Rule 28 (a) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure [now Rule 706, Federal Rules of Evidence]. Rule
706, which provides for the appointment of experts by the
court, states that such expelts ". . .may he called to testify by
the court or any party." Rule 706 (d), however, provides that
nothing in this rule limits the parties in calling their own
~~
the Advisory
retained expert w i t n e s s e ~ .Moreover,
Comnlittee's note to the rule states that:
The ever present possibility that the judge may appoint
an expert in a given case must inevitably exert a sobering
effect on the expert witness of a party and upon the person utilizing his services.
The existence of Rule 706 and its ramifications demonstrates the absence of governmental necessity to call defensehired experts and discover reports prepared thereby, since the
prosecution can call both court appointed experts and their
own retained experts to testify at trial.
On the other hand, a different conclusion was reached in
United States Ex Re?.Edney 11. S~~iith.~'
There, a defense psychiatrist testified that the defendant was insane at the time of the
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commission of the alleged offense. The prosecution called in
rebuttal a defense-retained psychiatrist who had not been called
by the defense. The court initiated its inquiry by stating that:
The extent to which the [attorney-client] privilege includes
communica~nsto a non-lawyer by the lawyer's client is
determined by balancing two competing factors: 1) The
need of the attorney for the assistance of the non-lawyer in
effectively representing the client, and 2) The increased
potential for inaccuracy in the tmth-finding process as the
trier of fact is deprived of valuable witnesses?'
The court then discounted the AIvarer opinion by stating
that it need not have been decided on constitutional gmunds.
Thus, the Edney court declined the opporbnity to address the
constitutional issue directly, hut implied that such a procedure
had not violated the defendant's right to effective assistance
of counsel. The court was not willing to conclude that any
possible prejudice outweighed "the strong counterbalancing
interest of the State in accurate fact-finding by its court^.^'
Of further significance is the Supveme Court's opinion in
Wentherford v. Bursey." Weatherford, which involved an
intrusion by an undercover agent into conversations between
an attorney and his client, contained the suggestion that when
conversations between a defendant and his attorney are overheard and related to the prosecution, andlor these overheard
couversations produce, dlrectly or indirectly, any of the evidence at trial, the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments are violated?3 Tbe analogy between Weathetfiwd and prosecutorial
attempts to compel defense-hired expert testimony is apparent: there is little distinction between conversations that are
overheard and the fruits thereof used at trial and situations
where the contents of conversations are compelled through
the testimony of defcnse-hired experts.
Still, in United States v. Nobles, Mr Justice White, addressing the work product doctrine, stated:
Of course, a party should not be able to discover his
opponent's legal memoranda or statements of witnesses
nof called whether his requmt is at trial or before trial.4'
While this dms not diiectly concern the testimony of an
expert, this language lends credence to the proposition that
intrusions into the atromey-client privilege are violative of the
right to effective assistance of counsel. However, it appears
that this issuehas not yet been authoritatively decided.
The second argument, that compulsory discovery of
defense-retained expert testimony and reports interferes with
the work product doctrine, relies upon the above quoted statement in United States v. Nobles, that
[olf course, a party should not be able to discover his
opponent's legal memoranda or statements of witnesses
not called whether his requesi is at trial or before trial."
Based upon this statement, a defendant may be able to raise
a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, where his experts
have been subjected to compulsory discovery, on the ground
that this compulsory discovery created a chilling effect upon
defense counsel's trial preparztion. He may assert that his
couusel's efforts to explore all avenues of defense were hilldered by the fact that the prosecution would have access to all
information prepared by his own experts.
However, the Nobles Court, in dicta, rejected this claim by

the defendant, awl rejected the argoment that the disclosure of
defense investigator's notes would compromise the defense
attorney's ability to investigate and prepare the case. The
Court stated that
&]he short answer is that the discIosure order resulted
fromrespondent's [i.e,, defendant's] voluntary election to
make testimonial use of his investigator's report.
Moreover, apart from this waiver, we think that the concern voiced by the respondent fails to recognize the limited and conditional nature of the court's
Therefore, it is unlikely that this argument will win acceptance by state courts. However, such an argument should still
be advanced since it is possible for a state court to give a
defendant broader protection than the Supreme Conrt, based
upon state constitutional law.
The third argument, that compulsory discovery in this context violates a defendant's right to due process, fo~nsesupon
the absence of reciprocal discovery rights. It may be asserted
that the absence of statutory protection for a defense attorney's work product has a chilling effect upon the trial preparation of defense counsel. Therefore, the absence of this protection, which is afforded the prosecution, violates a
defendant's right to effective assistance of counsel.
It was demonstrated in section III(c) that r e c i p a l discovery rights between the defense and the pmsecution are necessary to avoid a violation of due process. The logical extension
of that principle is that in the absence of such reciprocal discwery, defense counsel cannot be assured of confidentiality in
their factual investigations, and that this lack of assurance of
confidentiality will exert a chilling effect upon the trial preparation of the defense. While it is not contended that defense
attorneys would fail to prepare for trial, completely, werepmecutors able to discover their work ploduct, it is asserted that
defense attorneys may forego the exploration of possible
defenses which r e q u k expert assistance if they are aware that
such experts can be compelled to testify for the prosecution
and that reports prepared by such expel% are subject to prosecutorial discovery?' Thi, in tum,may deprive a defendant of
a complete investigation by his attorney of all possible legal
andlor factual grounds of defense while simultaneously
increasing the burden on the attorney to interview witnesses
personally and explore highly technical areas in which he bas
little or no expertise?' Since pmsecutors are already protected
by Artiele 39.14, C.C.P., the State's inherent advantage in
information-gathering would be dramatically increased were
this to occur?' When the balance between the prosecution and
the defense is unequal and the accused cannot fully prepare a
defense without possibly contributing damaging infomation
to his prosecution can it be said that the Sixth Amendment
right to counsel is not violated? While there is no authority for
this approach to the issue, it should nevertheless be asserted.

IV. CONCLUSION
This article has attempted to describe fonr theories that can
oe advanced to attempt to block prosecutovial attempts at
:ompelling the testimony of defense hired experts and discov:ring repms prepa~edthereby, unless such experts testify at
rial or their reports are utilized during trial. One of these the-

ories may he successful for a defense attorney confronted
with this problem, althongh there undoubtedly would be resistance to at least some of them by the courrs of Texas.
However, it is the position of this author that prmecutorial
attempts to obtzin testimony or discover report$ prepared by
defense-hiled expelts may seriously infringe upon the rights
of a defendant. The practice of compelling the testimo~~y
and
reports of defense-hired experts should not be permitted by
the coiwts of this State.

* The author would like to express hi appreciation to Ms.
Leslie Benitez, Briefmg Attorney for Judge Brown and Judge
Davis, Texas Comt of Criminal Appeals, for her assistance in
the preparation of this a~ticle.
**David L. Botsford, J.D., Southern Methdist Univelsity
School of Law, 1977, former briefing Attorney for Judge
Truman Robel?., Texas Court of Clin~inalAppeals, 1977-78.
This atticle was miginally pinted in the April and May, 1978
issue of Voicefor the Defense.
This a~ticledoes not include a discussion of Vemon's Ann.
Civ. St., Article 4413 (29hb). Section 28 (a), which states:
"Any licensee or officer, d~rector,partner, or manager of
a licensee shall divulge to any law enforcement officer 01
dist~ictattorney, or his repmentative, any information he
may acquire as to any c~iminaloffense, but he shall no1
divulge to any other person except as he may he required
by law so to do, any information acquired by him excepl
at the di~zctionof the employer or client for whom the
info~mationwas obtained."
However, the four constitutional arguments advanced il
this article are fully applicable to the statitte. Moieoves
theie are additional constitutional problems with t h ~
statutethat merit separate attention.
2 This article will not attempt to include a discussion ol
potential violations of the Fifth Amendment's prohihitior
against self-incrimination.
3 &tick 38.06, C.C.P., states that all persons a e compe
tent to testify except:
1. Insane pemons who ate in an insane condition of mind a
the time when they are offered as a witness, or who wen
in that condition when the events happened of which the:
ase called to testify; and
2. Children or other persons who, after being examined b!
the cou~t,appear not to possess sufficient intellect tt
relate transactions withlespect to which they are inter10
gnted, or who do not undestand the obligation of an oath
These ale furtha exceptions to the genml mle which all
not relevant to the purposes of this a~ticlc.See Article
38.101 & 38.11, C.C.P.
4 See DR 4-101 (B), Title 14 App., Art. 12, Section 8
Vernon's Ann. Civ. St. [hereinafter noted simply h,
DR
1.
5 DR4-101 /C).
6 DR4-101 (D)
7 DR 7-109 (A).
8 This convt adel, it should he noted, could be entered or
the basis of competency or on h i d e 4413 (29hb), Sectior
28 (a), if a defense hired private investigator was involved.
9 DR 7-106 (A).
1

10 It calr also be argued that prosecutorial discovery ot
reports of defense-hired expects, as well as the compul
sion of their testimony for the State, violates Section
31.04, Penal Code [Theft of Sewicesl, which states in
part that:
a) A person commits theft of services if, with intent
to avoid payment for services that he knows is
provided only for compensation:

+****

2. having control over the disposition of services of another
to which he is not entitled, he intentionally or knowingly
diverts the other's services to his own benefit or to the
benefit of anbthex not entifled to them.
The theory with regard to Section 31.04 is that the defendant paid for the services of his experts, yet the State is
receiving the use and benefit thereof. As a practical matter, the only possible benefit such a theory could have
would be in convincing the t~ialand/or appellate courts
that the compulsion of testimony or reports is illegal.
Also, it could be argued that the State was depiiving the
defendant of his property without just compensation in
violation of Article I, Section 17 of the Texas
Constitution.
11 See section 111 @), infifl,for protection of such experts'
mental impressions, repolts and testimony relating there
to, and sections 111 (C & D), infra, for protection of both
testimony and reports.
12 89 F. Supp. 357 (D. Mass. 1950).
13 Id. at 358-59.
14 108 S.W.2d 297 (Tex.Civ.App. 1937).
15 Id. at 299.
16 Id. at 299.
17 296 S.W.2d 81 1 (Tex. Civ. App. 1956).
18 Id. at 816.
19 296 F.2d 918 (2nd Cir. 1961).
20 id. at921.
21 296 F.2d 918, 922. The court cited 8 Wigmore, EVIDENCE, Section 2301, whiib states:
The assistance of these agents being indispensable to his
[the attorney's] work and the communications of the
client being often necessarily committed to them by the
attorney or by the client himself, the privilege must
include all the persons who act as the attorney's agents.
Id. at 921.
22 Cf:UnifedStates v. Jacobs, 322 F. Supp. 1299 (C.D. CaI.
1971).
23 See In Re Verplank, 329 F. Supp. 433 (C.D. Cal. 1971).
2A United States v. Seale, 461 F.2d 345,364 Oth Cir. 1972).
25 For instance, in United States v. Ahfarez, 519 E2d 1036
(3rd Cir. 1975), the defendant, after a hearing pursuant to
18 U.S.C., Section 4244, was adjudged competent to
stand trial. The defendant's attorney then moved, pursuant to 18 U.S.C., Section 3006A (e), fol permission to
retain an expert to conduct a psychiat~icexamination.
This expert's report was turned over to the government
under a mutual discovery order notwithstanding that it
revealed that the defendant was not insane at the time of
the alleged offense. The govemment, however, thereafter
subpoenaed this expert at trial. Defense counsel moved to
quash the subpoena. The trial judge pelmitted the
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defense-retained expert to testify over objection. On
appeal, the defendant contended, inter alia, that the attorney-client privilege was violated by the court order which
permitted the testimony of the expert. The Third Circuit
stated that
[w]e see no distinction between the need of defense
counsel for expen assistance in accounting matters and
the same need in matters of psychiatry The effective
assistance of counsel with respect to the preparation of an
insanity defense demands recognition that a defendant be
as free to communicate with a psychiatric expelt as with
the attorney he is assisting. If the expert is later used as a
witness on behalf of the defendant, obviously the cloak of
privilege ends. But when, as here, the defendant does not
call the expert the same privilege applies with respect to
communications from the defendant as applies to such
communications to the attorney himself. Id. at 1046
[footnotes omitted].
Moreover, the Court went on to state that
[dlisclosures made to the attoiney cannot be used to furnish proof in the government's case. Disclosu~esmade to
the attorney's expext should be equally unavailable, at
least until he is placed on the witness stand. The attorney
must be free to make an informed judgment with respect
to the best course for the defense without the inhibition of
creating a potential government witness. Id. at 1047.
Cf: People v. Lines, 531 P3d 793 (Cal. Sup. Ct 1975)
and cases cited therein; Lindsay v. Zipson, 116 N.W.2d
60 (Mich. Sup. Ct. 1962); People 11. Hilliker, 185 N.W.2d
831 (Mich, Ct. App. 1971); and State 11. Kociol@k,129
A.2d 417 (N.J. Sup. Ct. 1957) with Singleion v. Sfale,
522 P.2d 1221 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 1974).
180 S.W.909 (Tex. Civ. App. 1915).
174 S.W. 1047 (Tex. Cr. App. 1915).
Cf.Turner v. State, 241 S.W. 162, 164 (Tex. Cr. App.
1922); Clark I r State, 261 S.W.2d 339 vex. Cr. App. 1953);
Coe v. Widerer, 122 S.W.2d 258 vex. Civ. App. 1938);
Cluyfo~z
v, Canida, 273 S.W.2d 264 vex. Civ. App. 1949).
But see Sltippy v. State, 556 S.W.2d 246 (Tex. Cr. App.
1977). Thew, the Court was confronted with the admissibility, at the pzmisltment stflge of fhe trial, of the testimony of a psychiat~istappoiuted by the t ~ i ajudge
l
pursuant
to Article 46.02 upon motion of the defendant's attorney.
The Court held, inter din, that the defendant was not
denied the effective assistance of counsel and that the
admission of the psychiahist's testimony did not violate
the attoiney-client or "work product" doctrine. The
Shippy Court cited GrarwieI v. State, 552 S.W.2d 107
(Tex. Cr. App. 1976); Livingston v. Stale, 542 S.W.2d
655 (Tex. Cr. App. 1976); Moore s. State, 542 S.W.2d
664 (Tex. Cr. App. 1976); and Sf~rltz
v. State, 500 S.W.2d
853 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973) to support its decision.
However, neither Shippy nor any of the cases cited by the
Court therein directly address the points raised by this
paper. The rationale of Shippj and the cases cited therein
is that since the experts compelled to testify were
appointed by the trial c o u ~ pursuant
t
to Aiticle 46.02,
they wet= neither the defendant's nor the State's witnesses. Thelefore, there could be no violation of the theories
advocated in this article. Cf: Balla~ds. State, 519 S.W.2d

426 (Tex. Cr. App. 1975).
31 Hickman v. Taylor, 329 US. 495,508(1947).
32 Fisher 11. UnitedStafes, 425 US. 391,403 (1976).
33 111 Re. Grand July Subpoenn Dlrces Tecum, 406 F. Supp.
381 (S.D.N.Y. 1975).
34 See United Sates Ex Re1 .Edney v. Snzitlz, 425 F. Supp.
1038,1046 (E.D.N.Y. 1976).
35 329 US. 495 (1947).
36 Id. at 510-1 1.
37 422 US. 225,238 n.11 (1976).
38 422 US. 225 (1976).
39 Id. at 238.
40 422 US. 225,238 n.12.
41 Id. at 238-39.
42 United States v. Nobles, 422 US. 225,238.
43 McCormick, LAW OF EVIDENCE 201-02 (2nd Ed.
1972).
44 8 Wigmore, EVIDENCE, Section 2318 (McNaughtm
1961).
45 See 8 Wigmore, EVIDENCE, Section 2318
(McNaughton 1961); Simon, "The Attorney Client
Privilege as Applied to Corporations," 65 YALE L. J.
953,956 (1956).
46 Cf: In ReAspinwall, 2 Fed. Cas.64 (S.D.N.Y. 1874) with
Hickman v. Taylor, 153 F.2d 212,223 (3rd Cu.1945).
47 In Re Grand Jmy Proceedings, 473 F2d 840, 845 (8th
Cir. 1973).
48 United States v. Nobles, 422 US. 225,238.
49 Palko v. Connecticut, 302 US. 319 (1937).
50 Duncanv. Louisiana, 391 US. I45 (1968).
51 399 U.S. 78 (1970).
52 Williams v. Flolida, 399 US. 78, 82 n.1 I.
53 412 U.S. 470 (1973).
54 Id. at 475-76.
55 Cf:Washington v. Texas, 388 US. 14 (1967) and Gideon
v. Wain>vrigkt,372 US. 355 (1963); Both of these cases
illustrate state rules which provided nonreciprocal benefits
to the state. In both cases, the lack of reciprocity infringed
upon the defendant's ability to receive a fair trial
56 See Rose v. State, 527 S.W.2d 609 vex. Cr. App. 1968).
Where a witness uses notes to refresh his memory in the
presence of a jury or their contents become an issue, the
use be fore the jury rule gives the defendant an absolute
right to inspect the documents and it is reversible e m for
the court to refuse to aUow the defendant to inspect them.
57 See Gaskin v. State, 353 S.W.2d 467 (Tex. Cr. App.
1961). Where a witness has testifiedfor the State on direct
examination and a demand has been made by a defendant
for a prior statement of that witness for pniposes of cross
examination and impeachment, it is error to refuse to permit the defendant to inspect a prior statement regardless of
whether that pdcular statement has been used to refresh
the wifness's memory. CfArteU v. State, 372 S.W.2d 944
(Tex. Cr. App. 1963). which limited the Gaskin rule.
58 See White v. Sate, 496 S.W.2d 642 (Tex. Cr. App. 1973).
59 489 F.2d 1181 [D.C. Cir. 1973).
60 Id. at 1195.
61 422 US. 225,240.
I
62 Id.
63 One persuasive argument against the above analysis can be
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made. Since, under Brady v. Maryland, 373 US. 83 (1963)
v d its progeny, adefendant,notwithstanding Attide 39.14,
C.C.P., can obtain, upon request, mafetial evidence that
tends to exculpate the defendant regardless of whether it is
work pioduct, it can be argued that the prosecution should
be allowed to obtain the work product of the defense couusel. Disregarding any potential Fifth Amendment selfincrimination issues, this is a serious problem. The
Supreme Court, however, has recently stated that:
Indeed, the State's inherent information-gathering advantages suggest that if there is to be any imbalance in discovery rights, it should work in the defendant's favor.
Wal-liiusv. Oregon, 412 US. 470,475 n.9.
See also Note, "ProsecuKrial Discovery Under Ploposed
Rule 16," 85HARV. L. REV. 994, 1018-19 (1972).
McMarzn v. Richardson, 397 US. 759,771 n.14 (1970).
See United States v. Wright, 489 F.2d 1181, 1188 n.6
(1973); Sttepurd v. Hunter, 163 F.2d 872 ( 10th Cir.
1967).
519F.2d 1036 (3rd Cir. 1975).
Id. at 1046-47.
(A rule similar to this federal rule exists in Texas.) See
generally Articles 46.01-46.03, C.C.P., and compare
Article 46.02, Section 3 and Article 46.03, Section 3 with
Rule 706, Federal Rules of Evidence.
425 F. Supp. 1038 (E.D.N.Y. 1976).
Id, at 1046.
Id. at 1054.
429 US. 545,51 L.Ed.2d 30 (1977).
Id. at 51 L.Ed.2d 38.40.
422 US. 225,251 n.12.
Id.
Id. at 240 11.15.
The tactical advantage of having a defense-hired witness
testify for the prosecution is painfully obvious. Not only
does it bolster the State's case, but it also casts grave
doubts as to the eledibility of any defensive testimony in
conflict with it. It also indirectly attacks the defendant by
attacking the defendant's counsel.
This assertion is of particular importance in light of
Article 4413 (29bb), Section 28 (a) and the realization
that an attorney himself is exempt therefrom.
Cf. Goldstein, 'The State and the Accused: Balance of
Advantage in Criminal Procedure," 69 YALE L. J.
1149 (1960).

complex legal problems on
appeal, and they welcome the
challenge of making a difficult
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One's first thought may he escape, hut that is not an option. In Allders 11. ;
Cnlfornia, the Supreme Court held that, when seeking to withd~awfrom a fiivo1011s appeal, couosel nutst carefi~llyreview the recold and provide the appellate
court with a brief "~?.fei~ingto anything in the iword that might arguably support
the appeal."' Deciding whether to file an Anders hrief can be an agonizing j
pmess, rn the defense lawyer struggles with his conflicting dntios to lepresent the i
client zealously and to ~vfrainfmm making frivolous arguments. How a lawyer f
resolves the conflict is closely scrutinized by the court of appeals, and serious
consequeuces may ensue if the court disagrees with the lawyer's decision?
i
oc~ j
Because appeals on the hordedine of viability place unique ~equii~ments
defense counsel, they must be approached differently than the regular appeal. This i
alticle discusses the singular problems presented by Anders and makes sugges- j
lions for handling potential Antlers appeals. Although the suggestions are made in
the context of federal appeals, they may he of assistance in state cases as well.
f
i

What 1s a Frivolous Appeal?
Lawyels differ as to what constitutes a "frivolous" appeal. As one comnentator has explained, "~rivolousness,like madness and obscenity, is mom readily
~ecognizedthan cogently defined."'However difficult the task, distinguishing the
"hivolous" from the merely "meritless" appeal is essential to comply with
Ancle,s; lawyers cannot withdraw from melitless cases, but tnwf withdraw from
frivoions ones?

i

i
i
i

:
:
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In appeals that border on frivolousness, counsel must decide whether to
file an Ai~dershrief or a "straight-up"
brief, presenting the merits of a weak
issue. These borderline cases typically
present issues that wete waived or insufficiently presewed in the district cou~t,
or issues on which appellate law appears
to be clearly against the defendant.
While some lawyers may Rle Anderv
briefs in these cases, otheis may prefer
to file a stmiglrt-up brief, even if the
issue will he reviewed only f o plain
~
error or under adverse precedent.
Resolving Doubts in the Client's
f i v m Deciding whether an appeal is
frivolous is difficult; each lawyer must
settle the issue in his or her own mind and
a decision, lowe ever, *le
In
lawver handlint!-the case should heed the
admonition of the Sup~emeCourt:
The attolney musk ... provide his or
her client [with] a thorough review
of the recold and a discussion of the
stmngest arguments ~evealedby that
review. In searching for the
strongest arguments, the attorney
must bezealous audmrrsf molve a11
doubts and ambiguous legal questions in favor of his or her ~ l i e n t . ~
Resolving douhts in favor of a
straight-up brief on the strongest issue
comprts with the dlrty to give clients
spirited representation. It also avoids the
etnhanassi~~g
possibility that the cotlrt of
appeals will find reve~sihleerr01 wvheu
the lawver has filed an Anders brief?
Anders briefs are commonly filed in
appeals that raise only issues that have
alleady been well
by the appelr
late court. But a e these appeals necessarilv frivolous? The law, eve11 if settled,kay hewrong; t l ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ l l ~ t e c o r n t ' s
precedellt, while cont~~lling,
may conflict with other appellate cou~ls,or rest

-

ir on mistaken reasoning. Even if Supreme Court precedent i!
squarely against the defendant's posihon, does that mean tha
the appeal is frivolous? The Supreme Coult is not bound bj
its precedent, hut can reverse itself if there are good reason:
to do so. Is it frivolous to argue that an appellate court--ever
the Supreme Coult- should reconsider its views?
The American Bar Association answers these questions b
favor of the straight-up appeal: "if the glound upon which the
client seeks relief lacks any legal support or is contravened b)
existing law, counsel may nonetheless argue for extension
modification, or reversal of existing law.'" Lawyers shouId
thetefore consider good-faith arguments to change contrary
authority before conceding that an appeal is cantrolled by it.
Consulting the Trial Lawyer. If diffe~entlawyers handle
the trial and the appeal, they should discuss the possible issua
on appcal as soon as possible, to facilitate early identification
of potential problem cases. On occasion, however, the trial
Iawyer will not be in the best position to provide information
on possible Anders problems. The lawyer's memory might be
faulty as to which issues were pfesented by the facts of the
case or preserved on the itcord; jurisdictional or other nonwaivable errors may have been ove~looked.For these reasons,
the attorney handling the appeal should review each case as
soon as practicable (normally when the transcript is received)
to determine whether or not it presents Arders concerns.

Acting on the Possible Anders Appeal
When a lawyer has identified a potentially frivolous appeal,
he or she should employ special measures to (1) ensure that
the defendant receives zealous advocacy and (2) preserve a
~eeordof the lawyel's work, in the event that the handling of
the appeal comesinto question later.
A Second Opinion. Ultimately, the decision whether a
case presents a viable issue rests with the piofessional judgment of the lawyer handling the appeal? Nevertheless, a
lawyer facing a potentially frivolous appeal should, if possible, ask another lawyer to read the record. While seeking a
second opinion is neither constitutionally nor ethically
required, it will help to ensure that the lawyer is fully
informed in making the "conscientiaus examination" of the
~ecordrequired by Alders. The second lawyer may discern a
meritorious issue when none is immediatdy apparent; if not. a
concurring opinioa that the appcal is frivolous may give some
reassurance to the lawyer handling the appeal.
Notifying the Client. If the lawyer handling the appeal
determines that a case presents only frivolous issues, he or she
must inform the client. An attempt should be made to convince the client to drop the appeal. The client should be told
that there is no merit to the appeal, and that the attorney will
file an Awlem brief if the appeal goes forward. The requirements and procedures for Anders appeals should be discussed,
along with other possible options, such as seeking collateral
relief. It is especially important to advise the client of any risk
that a longer sentence could be imposed on remand from the
court of appeals." The attorney should memorialize the suhstance of the conversationin the file.
Similar procedu~esmay be employed in a weak case, even
if the lawyer does not consider the appeal frivolous. Counsel
has a duty to explain honestly to the client whether there is
any chance of success on appeal. When a non-frivolous

appeal is nevertheless a hopeless one, the lawyer may advise
the client not to pursue it,
While the Iawyer must decide whether an appeal is frivolous,
only the client can decide whether to go fo~ward.Counsel must
abide by the client's decision. If the client lefuses the lawyer's
advice about proceeding with the appeal, it is a good idea to
obtaiu written confinnationof the client's decision.

Filing a Borderline or Anders Brief
If, after discussing the case with the client, the attorney
must pursue the appeal, special care should be followed in filing the brief, whether it is written as a straight-up argnment or
an Anders appeal.
Protecting Against Dismissal of a Straight-up Appeal as
Frivolous. The lawyer who decides to file a straight-up brief
on a weak issue must keep in mind that the appellate court
may find that the appeal is frivolous. Because this f i ~ ~ d i u g
could lead to sanctions against the client, his counsel, or
both," the lawyer should take measmes to protect against a
finding offrivolity.
The most important pmtection against sanctions is honesty
with the court. If the appeal presents bad facts, they cannot be
hidden; the lawyer should admit the facts but show that they
are unimportant to the decision on appeal. If precedent eontradicts the client's position on appeal, the lawyer must
acknowledge it and try to distinguishit.
In some cases, acknowledging contrary authority may be
the same as conceding the appeal. IR these cases, the lawyer
can suggest that the appellate court reconsider the issue en
banc, or explain in the brief that, even though the circuit law
requires aff~mance,the client wishes to present the issue to
the Snpmne C~urt.'~
Preparing anAnders Brief. If the lawyer decides that anonfrivolous argument cannot be made on appeal, then Anders
must be scrupulously followed. The lawyer must move to withdraw from the case, submitting with the motion a "brief referring to anything in the record that might arguably support the
appeal."'%e lawyer "must isolate 'possible important issues'
md must Tumish the court with references to the record and
Legal authorities to aid it in its appellate function."'"
Sentencing issues. In all federal cases, the sentence
Imposed should be reviewed for legal enor, including violaion of the procedures required by Federal Rule of Criminal
Procedure 32; misapplicariou of the sentencing guidelines; the
:rounds and extent of my upward departure; and the improp:r consideration of factors listed in chapter 5, parl H of the
5uideli11esMmnlal. In identifying potential sentencing issues,
:ounsel should take into considerat~onwhether the sentence
vas a downward departure, not appealable under 18 U.S.C. 3
3742(a), and whether the record includes a plea agreement
vaiving the right to appeal the sentence!'
Other issues. The uon-sentencing issues that must be
:xplored in an Andem brief will depend on whether the case
xoceeded to trial. In trial cases, an Anders brief must examne the evidence supporting each clement of each count of
:onviction; investigate all possible pretrial issues, raised or
lot; and scrutinize all possible trial errors, whether or not
hjcction was made. In guilty pleacases, the brief must examne whether the plea was knowingly and voluntarily made;
vhether Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure I 1 was substanVOL.25
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tially followed during the plea colloquy; whether there was a
factual basis for the guilty plea; and whether any issues exist
that were not waived when the client admitted guilt (e.g., sufficiency of the indictment).
Anilers presents additional problems in the appeal from a
guilty plea. Often, the client will have pleaded guilty in
exchange for significant concessions, such as dismissal of
charges or stipulation to favorable guideline adjustments.
Discovering and arguing possible errors in the guilty plea proceeding could undo a favorable bargain, placing a client in a
worse position on remand. For this reason, one court of
appeals has requied the lawyer to explain in the Anders submission whether "the a p p e l l a ~ would
~t
run an unacceptable
risk of adverse consequences in challenging the validity of a
plea."16 In all guilty plea cases, lawyers should weigh the
risks and benefits of challenging the plea and explore the
issue with the client.
Transmitting the Brief to the C o u r t a n d Client. Under
Awders, a copy of the attorney's brief must be furnished to the
client, "and time allowed him t o raise any points that h e
chooses."" Anders indicates that these obligations rest on the
attorney. Circuit rules differ as to whether the court or the
attorney should forward a copy of the brief to the defendant,
and different circuits provide different forms of notification to
the defendant when a n Anders brief i s filed. The lawyer
should provide a copy of the Alders brief to the client when it
is filed, and explain the client's opportunity to raise issues on
appeal. The attorney should also follow up to ensure that the
court of appeals has provided the client with an opportnnity to
snpplement the At~dersfiling.
Upon the filing of a motion to withdraw under Anilers, the
coult must conduct "a fill1 examination of all the proceedings, to
decide whether the case is wholly f~ivolons."'~
To assist the court
in making this examination, the lawyer handling the appeal
should ensure that the recol-d includes transcripts of all PI-oceedings in the lower coults, including all pretrial hea~ings,guilty plea
or trial proceedings (if applicable), and sentencing proceedings.
If the Anders submission is accepted by the appellate court,
the lawyer will usually be given leave to withdraw, and the
client's case will be affnmed or dismissed. The lawyer should
immediately inform the client of the court's decision, and
explain the procedures for seeking seview in the Supreme Con~t.

The Anders Certiorari Petition
In some instances, a defense lawyer may be asked to file a
petition for certiora~iin a case that presents no non-frivolous
issue. In A~rslin11. Unilerl Stntes, 115 S. Ct. 380 (19941, the
Supreme Court addressed the problems presented by this situation. Austin al-ose out of PI-oceedings in the Fourth Circuit.
Austin's appellate counsel filed a brief under Arrders, asserting that no meritorious issues existed for appeal. The Fourlh
Circuit agreed and a f i h ~ e d . In
' ~ accordance with its plan for
implen~entingthe Criminal Jnstice Act
however, the
coust required counsel to inform Austin of his right to petition
the Supreme Court for review. Counsel did so, and Austin
requested that connsel file a petition for certiorari. Counsel
then asked the Supreme Court for leave to withdraw.
The Supreme Court granted leave to withdraw. It found
that the Fourth Circuit CJA plan obligated counsel to filc a
petition for certiorari upon a defendant's request, even if
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the petition would be frivolous. Because this plan conflicted with Supreme Court rnles prohibiting frivolous filings," the Court suggested that the Fourth Circuit revise
its plan to "allow for relieving a lawyer of the duty to file
a petition for certiorari if the petition would plesent only
frivolous
The Supreme Court noted that many circuits' CJA plans,
like that of the Fourth Circuit, required filing of a petition for
certiorari on request, I-egardless of its merits.23In the wake of
Austin, many circuits have amended their CJA plans to enable
appellate lawyers to avoid filing frivolous certiorari petitions.
The requirements of these plans vary widely,2J and the lawyer
should consult the plan in his or her circuit when a client
requests filing of a petition that would be frivolous.

Conclusion
An appeal presenting Anders problems "is perhaps the most
unsettling circumstance which may confront an advocate
under our adversary system of ju~tice."~'It forces us to deal
with tough moral questions in the context of s t ~ i c mles,
t
and
to exercise our judgment under sharp scrutiny from both the
client and the conrt. The procedures outlined above may help
lawyers to represent their clients effectively and ethically in
these recurring and complex situations.
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Supreme Court hancbd

bown its decision in

Simmons v. South C~oliria',For

the capital case pmetiitioner, the
significance of Simmons is
'y

Whedan

immense1and the rationale

bekind the .C~urt'$ruling skouId form an essential de-

ment of trial counsel's strategy on punishment,
Jo~lllthanFimmons was ~ o n v i & of the capital murder of an elderly
woman short1y nfter pleading guilq to two other a s m l t s on elderly victims.
As a oonsquence, h&was rendered ineligible for pwole under state lasy. If
he were to receive a life sentence in@sulof death. he would remain in pdwn
for the rest of his lib. The prweenlion, asserting thal R m o n s was a futn:
d a n ~ to
a soeiety, ty,g~wlfor the denth paialty at the senteming phase of the
$$pita1 ease.
Bimmou's counsel was not allowed to offer evidence in fronr af the jury of
his client's ineligibility for parole, but he Nsely preserved tfhe issue by getting widon the reword outaide the pwenee of the jury. The qefens'a
eontention was simple; If the state is albwed to argue ttmr the defendant will
be a future danger to sooiety, due precess requires that the defendant be
allowed to A n t the prosemion's argument by showing that he will be in
prisosl for life, thus permanently removed from the whale af society.
t
ths Supreme Court
Simmons ww sentenced tn death, but on d i ~ wappeal
reverse8 his convi~tion.
The cohrt reitemted priw mliugs which held thilt due pt'ooegs =?titles a erimim l defe~dwtto acomplete defetise and b1d that the failare to admit evidence of

tbe defendant7s inelig'tbilzty fqr parole
-dated due pocg%~~
sine* ths state had
emphasized his funrre d a n g e ~ o t i s u ~ ~
In shorf, when the state make%an ime af
future dangerousues*, due prpcess
requires that the defendant be able M
inform tha sentencing juy &at he is ineli&lo for ptwole?
She the deeision in SLnmaizs, many
Idw& murts have bwn asked to b i d l y
interpret or extend its holding. Mr.
Simmons was campletsly ineIfgigihle for
pawls, but what if your thirty-two year
old client, charged w+th capital murder
BlUl k i n g death or lire, wwil be parole
eIigible in thirty or more years if he
reeefves life? Do yon want the jury to
know that if he ever sees the light of day
as a f m man,
~ he will be at l e e sixtytwo J""S OM?
Although some cottrts have modsstly
extended Shnmuns, auJst have limited its
holding to cases with identical facts and
ruled that a dehndant must be eon~plvtely ineligible for parole b d ~ r he
e is enfitled ta inform the jury what a life senience means in that jurigdktian. For
sxample, the Fifh Circuit has dpined that
lt "...would not extend Sinmms beyond
mes in whhh the sentencing alternative
a death is life without parole."qhe
Zupmme Cou~tof Virgin3a has haacled
?owna similar opinion?
Other courts have employed prmedw11hurdlm to avoid Simwmm issues. The
%upremeCOUFIaf Pennsylvania has
Mined tr, &+plySimmons retroactively.6 Virginia's Supreme Court held that
a Sinnnms el*m was baned b e a w e the
defendant failed ta pre~erve@or when
the judge q o n d e d ta the jury's inquiry
abmit the e f k t s 8f parole?

Clearly there are instances in which counsel for the capital
defendant will want to let a sentencing jury know just how
long his client will have to spend in prison before even
becoming eligible for parole if given a life sentence.
Sometimes, however, the opposite is true.
One Texas defense lawyer tells of a recent case wherein he
was defending an eighteen year old accused of a particularly
grisly murder. The lawyer sought to voir dire the j111.y on the
Texas requirement that a person sentenced to life in a capital
case is ~equiredby statute to spend a minimum of forty yeas
in prison before becoming parole eligible! Counsel believed
that the court would probably deny the request, and thereby
create an appellate issue, hut he also believed that it would
help his client if the request were granted and he was able to
tell the jury that a life sentence in a capital case does not
mean, as most jurors believe, that a defendant will get out of
serving only a few years.
prison af€e~
The court granted the request and the parole information
was imparted to prospective jurors. The defendant was
sentenced to death, and several of the jurors later told
counsel that the fact that the defendant might get out of
piison at the "young" age of fifty-eight helped them to
decide in favor of death.
If you decide that you want to give the jury information
about parole eligibility, it is necessary to analyze the
Sirnnzons rationale aud to examine subsequent cases which
raise the same issue: What does a life sentence really
mean in this instance, and should the jury be informed
accordingly?

of future dangerousness. Each of the foregoing factors figured into the Supreme Court decision, and, though they
often overlap, each should play a part in the strategy of the
lawyer defending a capital case.

The First Prong: Ineligibility for Parole

In most cases, this will present the most difficult hurdle.
State law either provides for lifelong parole ineligibility or it
doesn't. Most states, however, provide at least that capital
life means incarceration for a specific number of years before
becoming eligihle for parole. Given the popularity of fiequent offender statutes today, a defendant's prior convictions,
if any, will usually dictate that if sentenced to life he will
either actually serve a life sentence or a long term of years
hefare becoming parole eligihle.
Of course, if state law requires the capital defendant to
stay in prison for life, this is something you will aImost certainly want a sentencing jury to know. Mofeover, the first
requirement far a Simmons instruction is automatically satisfied. If state law requi~esincarceration for only fifteen or
twenty years before reaching parole eligibility, a strict
interpretation of Sirnmons would not require such an
instruction. In all likelihood, you would not wish the jury
to know that your client could conceivably get out that
quickly. Additional factors may come into play. For example, if state law calls for a twenty-five or thirty year minmum, and the defendant is forty-eight yeals old, you would
probably want to let the jury know that if he gets out at all,
your client would be at the extreme end of his natnral lifespan. If state law requires incarce~ationfor only twenty
The Holding in Simmons
years, but the accused is HIV positive or has some other
Trial counsel for Mr. Simmons, over objection, was terminal disease, it would be appropriate to give this inforordered by the judge not to question prospective jurors dur- mation to the j u ~ yif a1 all possible.
ing voir dire concerning parole or their understanding of
A strict reading of Sim~norrsindicates that unless your
what a life sentence was? In closing argument, the prosecu- client is completely ineligible for parole, you may not he
tor emphasized future dangerousness, claiming that entitled to address the question of parole eligibility at all.
Simmons was a threat, and that the death penalty would be a Indeed, this is the position that most appellate courts are
form of self-defense. Defense counsel tried to rebut by pre- adopting.I2 Therefore, if you decide you wisl~to inform the
senting evidence that the defendant's particular psychology jury of the length of time your client will be required to
made him a threat only to eldeily women, and that he co~i- spend in prison before becoming parole eligihle, you will
formed well to a structured p h o n setting. Jailers testified have to be ~esourceful.If your client is eighteen and a capithat Simmons had adjusted well to his p~etrialincarceration, tal life sentence under state law only means twenty years,
and a mental health expert who had worked for the depart- you are almost certainly not going to be able to iuvoke
ment of corrections testified that he thought Simmons wonld Simmons. Norwould you wish to.
successfully adopt to prison.'"
Defense counsel asked the judge to instruct the jury that a
life sentence would mean that Simmons wonld never he
paroled. Outside the presence of the jury, defense counsel
submitted the results of a recent statewide survey which
Dues/Tc~xNotice
shmved that the oveiwbelniing majority of state residents
Please note ihe,followircg:
believed that someone sentenced to life in their state would
$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member)
not serve a full l i e term."
is for a one-year sirbscription to the VOICE for the
David Bruck built an excellent 1ecol.d at the Simmons
Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA
trial: (1) Defendant would never be eligihle for parole; (2)
legislative programs. Dues to TCDLA are not
The prosecutor had emphasized future dangerousness; (3)
deductible
as a charitable contribution but may be
Defendant performed well in a structured, custodial setdeducted as an ordinary and necessary business
ting; and, (4) Most state residents who would form the jury
pool helieved a life sentence meant something less than
expense. Because of TCOLI's legislative program
life. Mr. Bruck asserted that under these facts Mr.
$39 of sustaining and regular membership dues is
Simmons was entitled to rebut the prosecutor's allegation
not deductible as a business expense.
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As capital practitioners are aware, most capital defendants
are young. However, if your client is over forty and state law
requires that he serve a forty-year minimum before becoming
parole eligible, you can certainly argue that your client's situation is factually indistinguishable from that of the defendant
in Sinrn~ons,since your client will almost certainly die in
prison or soou after release. The younger your client and the
lower the statutory minimum, the more difficult the argument,
and the less reason you have to urge it.
The New Mexico Supreme Court is one of the few courts to
the defendant, was
give Simmons a broad reading.'"lark,
sentenced to death for the kidnappiug and murder of a young
girl. At trial, the prosecutor had argued for the death penalty
by stating that Clark would claim additional victims if not
given the death penalty. "Whether it's ten years from tomorrow, twenty years from tomomow, or longel; she's out there,
or she will he out there,"" In fact, Clark, who was forty-one,
would not have been eligible for parole until age 86 if he had
received a life sentence instead of death. The court ruled that
the jury should have been told that the defeudant would have
to spend in excess of forty years in prison before becoming
parole eligible.
The length of incarceration facing a capital defendant
before he can be considered for parole as an alternative to a
death sentence, is information that must be provided to a
jury before it deliberates on the capital charge if the defendant decides it is in his best interest to have the jury
apprised of this information. To withhold this information
after it is requested violates the petitioner's due process
right to have accurate information presented to the jury to
Harris County,
rebut the PI-osecutor'scase for death.''
Texas, which encompasses Houston, sends more people to
death row than any other jurisdiction in the United States.
Housto~ijudges are rountinely allowing defense attorneys to
inform prospective jurors about the forty-year ~ninirnumfor
parole eligibility in capital cases despite decisions from the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals holding that Sirninons
does not apply to the Texas parole scheme. An informal
review of capital cases tried in Houston after the ruliug in
Siinmons indicates that informing a jury of the forty year
mininuni d6eS'not heavily influence a jury's decision on
punishment, but this sampling is too small to be statistically
significant. One might conclude that Houston judges would
prefer to give the jury the requested information rather than
risk reversal.

The Second Prong: Rebutting Future
Dangerousness
This is probably the easiest prong to satisfy if you are
lookiug for a Simmoirs instruction. Few prosecutors will
be able to resist telling a jury that your capital client is a
homicidal sociopath who will kill repeatedly unless subjected to the ultimate penalty. Some States such as
Texas16 a l ~ dOregon" actually require a sentencing jury in
a capital case to determine if there is a probability that
the defendant would continue to commit criminal acts of
violence that would constitute a continuiug threat to society. Some states, such as Colorado, do not list future
dangerousness as an aggravating factor to be considered
at sentencing, but invite the jury to consider the fact that

a defendant is not a continuing threat to society as mitigating.'' A Colorado prosecutor, therefore, is certainly
going to attempt to show future dangerousness to shut off
a possible avenue of mitigation.
Notwithstanding the fact that law in mauy states may not
require a showing of future dangerousness, it is an area
which i s ripe for prosecutorial exploitation. Indeed,
vengeance and future daogeroosness are two of the shalpest
arrows in the prosecutor's quiver. No matter how they are
clothed, these two themes will iuvariably arise in a death
penalty prosecution.

The Third Prong: Performance in a Custodial
Setting
This prong is closely related to future dangerousness,
since many prosecutors will seek to circumvent a Siinnrons
issue by arguing that a defendant will pose a future danger
to society, but they will argue that prison populations are
part of society, thw enabling a court to rule that parole eligibility is irrelevaut in assessing future dangerousuess.. In
United States ex rel. Collins v. Welborn," the prosecutor
had argued that Collins would pose a future danger to other
prisoners or to the rest of society if he should ever escape.
There was no intimation that he would eventually be
released. The court observed:
In the present case, the prosecution argued that petitioners
would be dangerous to others at the prison or if they escaped
from prison...; there was never any argument that they would
represent a danger if released or paroled from prison.
Therefore, being a danger because released on parole was not
an issue raised by the prosec~tion.'~
The federal district court held on habeas that under the facts
of the case, due process did uot require that the jury be
informed as to defendant's parole eligibility should he be sentenced to imprisonment for life.
Does this mean that all a prosecutor has to do, if he wishes
to argue future dangerousness yet avoid a Siinmoirs issue, is to
argue that the definition of society includes 111-isoninmates?
Although this might appear to he so at first glance, it flies in
the face of Justice Blackmun's words:
In assessing future dangei-ousness, the actual duration
of the defendant's prison sentence is indispntably relevant. Holding all other factors constant, it is entirely reasonable for a sentencing jury to view a defendant who is
eligible for parole a s a greater threat to society than a
defendant who is not.2'
This is only logical. Despite prosecutorial protestations to
the contrary, common sense dictates that an othenvise daugernus man is less of a threat to society when in prison. First, all
of society, save the prison populatioa, is now distanced from
the risk. Or, more accurately, the threat is now isolated from
the greater part of society.
Second, prison personnel and iumates are awat-eof the risks
within the prison walls, and therefore should be better prepared to avoid them. Prisous have very effective methods of
dealing with the dangerous individual. This is fertile soil for
the defeuse attorney who wauts a Sir~rinonsinstruction. If
:ounsel can locate a former or even a curreut employee of the
rtate corrections system, such as a psychologist, high-ranking
guai-d, or administrator, this individual can testify about the
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regard is of paramount importance; if you are unsuccessful in
persuading the trial court to allow you to inform the jury of
the real meaning of a l i e sentence in your case, you wlll at
least have partially foreclosed one possible escape route for
the appellate courts. Obviously, if your client has ahistory of
assaulting guards or other inmates, this avenue will not be
available to you.

the Fourth Pron :Jurors Incorrecf Beliefs
Concerning Life entences

1

f

chilling procednres which are i n place to manage a violent
inmate. Administrative segregation, entailing complete isolation, the total absence of human contact, and forced medication, is fairly similar from state to state. Testimony from such
experts not only helps to show the stark ~ealityof prison life
to a juror, it can also make the vengeful juror wonder if a life
sentence might not in fact be a more sevele puuishment than
death. A prison psychologist can relate the devastating
effects of such isolation in graphic terms, and he can explain
how quickly and completely the individual deteriorates in
such a setting.
Thitrl, many individuals who easily lose control when left
to their own devices often function very well in a supervised,
structured setting. Many capital defendants are recidivists,
and all sit in jaiI for a year or mole awaiting trial in a death
penalty case. If a defendant has a record as a good inmate or
no record as a troublesome inmate, it is essential to get a
guard or some appropriate official to testify that the defendant
functions well in a custodial setting,
There is one more critical piece of evidence that you should
endeavor to place before the jury. Virtually every study that
has been done on the subject indicates that violent behavior
drops off dramatically as a person ages. It is less likely to
occur when an individual passes thi~ty,and the likelihood
decreases steadily as one approaches forty. By the time a person reaches fifty, the probability is almost nonexistent. Most
psychologists could testify about such studies. This is particularly significant in those jurisdictions which eventually allow
the capital life inmate to become parole eligible. For example, the Texas capital defendant who is twenty-five will he
parole eligible at sixty-five, since Texas law imposes a fortyyear minimum. Therefore, if you can show that the defendant
functions well in a custodial setting and will he well over fifty
by the time he is released, you have, at least to some extent,
successfully rebutted the prosecutor's arguments of future
dangerousncss.
You can, therefore, improve your chances of getting
Si~~zmons
information before a sentencing jury by showing the
court that even though prisoners may be palt of society, your
client poses less of a threat to society as a whole if he is in
prison. Moreover, prisons have draconian meaus of dealing
with violent inmates, and your client has never been a problem when incarcerated. Finally, the older convict is much
less l i e l y to engage in violent behavior if he is eventually
released. There is a reason why only young people are
inducted into the military. Building a thorough record in this

This can pose a challenge. David Bruck worked with a
local Death Penalty Resource Ceuter to secure a statewide
survey conducted by the University of South Carolina's
Institute for Public Affai~~..The suney revealed that most citizens wete nlisinformed about the meaning of a life sentence.
Those surveyed also indicated that if they served on a capital
jury, the amount of time a defendant would actually spcnd in
prison if sentenced to life would be an important factor in
choosing life or death2'
Counsel in most ju~isdictionswill not be so formnate as to
have available a lecent study on the subject conducted by a
such a credible institution. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to
check with area Resource Centers and organized groups
which oppose the death penalty. They may be able to point
you toward such a survey, or they may be willing to undertake one. Graduate school and law school organizations
might also be approached. Students may be willing to volunteer to organize and conduct a sn~alllocal sufvey. If no local
studies can be secured, there are national studies available.
Anything on the record in this regard is betfer than nothing.
We all know that jurors think defendants &o receive long
sentences serve very little time, d l we have to do is find a
way to document the fact. If all else fails, request funds from
the court to conduct such a survey.
If your request to place Simmons information before the
jury has been denied by the cou~t,you must have available at
voir dire a prepared list of detailed questions duected at the
venireman's belief as to what a life sentence means, and what
would actually
effect, if any, the length of yean a defe~~dant
serve might have on the venireman's.senteuoing decision. If
foreclosed from asking these questions, you must get them on
the record by making a bill of exceptions.

An Afterthought: Simmons in Mitigation
Formerly, the Supreme Court defined miligating evidence
as any evidence that would militate in favor of a life sentence
rather than a death ~entence.~'This definition would support
as mitigating the admission of evidence that a defendant
would serve 30 or 40 years hefoie becoming parole eligible.
Unfortunately, however, the court subsequently limited the
definition of mitigating evidence to include outy "...evidence
militating in favor of a life sentence that relates to a defendant's background, character, or the circumstances of the
~ffense."'~ Since parole eligibility does not relate to a defendant's backgmund or character, or to the circumstances of the
offense, it is unlikely that an informed trial court will admit
such evidence as mitigating. The Tvxas Court of Appeals,
following the Pejay definition of mitigating evidence, has
~uledthat it was not e m r for a trial w u t to i ~ f u sto
e instruct
the jury on parole as a mitigating circumstxuce. The defeu-

dant maintained that such failore meant he did not receive an
individualized determination of his capital sentence in violation of the Eighth Amendment, but the appellate court held
the matter of parole eligibility is not a proper consideration
for a jurys' deliberation^.^^

client's conduct in jail or prison, a psychologist may be
able to testify that in his opinion, the defendant would adapt
well to prison life. Also, you must fznd a c~ediblepsychologist who can testify that violent behavior drastically
declines as people age.

Summary: Building a Record

4. Get information on the record which demonstrates
that potential jurors have incorrect ideas about parole eligibility. Find or develop a survey which shows that citizens
who form the jury pool are misinformed about what a life sentence really means. The survey should also show that the
amount of time to be served is a factor which would affect the
life or death decision that the potential juror would be called
upon to make.

As noted earlier, many of the factors which suppo~tgiving
a jury information on parole eligibility are closely intertwined
and frequently overlap. Evidence you would use to build a
record for a Sirnmmts instruction is generally favorable information you would wish to impart to a capital jury on punishment even if the court has readily granted an instruction on
parole eligibiIity. C~nsiderthe following:
1. Decide whether it is in your client's interest to
inform the jury about parole eligibility? Like many issues
in death penalty sentencing, an instluction of parole eligibility can be a double-edged sword. Your first step then is to
analyze your client's situation and decide what effect such
evidence or instmction may have. If your client is young and
state law only fequires ten or fifteen years of a capital life
sentence to be served before becoming eligible for parole,
you will almost certainly not be able to secure the court's
permission to place parole eligibility inforn~afionbefore the
jury, and you probably would not wish to do so even if the
court would allow it. If your client is HIV positive or has
some other life-threatening condition, do not forget to
include that in your analysis.

2. Decide when to raise the issue of parole eligibility?
If state law requires the pmsecutor to prove future danger-

ousness, you may want to raise the Simmorzs issue before
triaI. If state law does not require such a showing, your
argument for a Simmons instruction does not arise until and
unless the prosecutor actually argues future dangerousness.
An attempt to raise the issue before trial wordd only serve to
teleg~aphyour intentions to the prosecutor, thus enabling
him to tailor his argument accordingly in order to prevent
you from using parole information in rebuttal. Of course,
there is another side to the ambush strategy. You may wish
to raise the spectre of Simntons pretrial in order to manipulate the prosecutor into either abandoning future dangerousness altogether or at least treading softly when addressing
the issue. If this strategy is successful, than Sinrmons will
have served you well.

3. Show why a prison inmate is not a danger to society. In order to rebut future dangerousness by placing
parole information with the jury, you must assume that the
prosecutor will stress the fact that prison inmates are part of
society. You must be prepared to show that prisons have
drastic and effective means of controlling violent inmates.
You must also show that your client adopts well to a custodial setting. If you client has been to prison before, get his
prison record and locate some official who can testify to his
good behavior. If he has never before been incarceiated,
locate some jail official who can testify to his good behavior ia jail during the pendency of the case. If it isn't possible to locate anyone who can testify favoiably about your

Conclusion
In recent years, the Supreme Court has not handed down
many opinions which benefit the capital defendant. The
Sinzmons opinion is vne of the few. Many members of the
crimioal defense bar believe that the Court eventually will
have to clarify its ruling in Simmons and revisit the question
of a capital defendant's right to rebut allegations of future
dangerousness with informatim about parole eligibility. The
procedures suggested in this article may enable you to preserve the issue for appeal.
1. I14 S. Ct. 2187
2. Id. at 2193-95.
3, Id. at 2190.
4. Kimanron 11. Scott, No. 94-2091 1(12111194).
452 S.E. 2d 862 (1995).
5. Joseph v. Connnon~vealrh,
6. Co~nmonwealth11. Christy, 656 A. 2d 887 (1995).
7. Chandler v. Commonwealth, 455 S.E. 2d219 (1995).
8. Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 42.18 $ 8 (b) (2).
9. Id., at 2190.
10. Id., at 2191.
11. Id.,at2191.
12. See Kinmamon and Joseph, supra.
13. See Clark I? Tansy, 882P. 2d 527 (N.M.1994).
14. Id at 530.
15. Id. at 533 (emphasis in original).
16. Tex. Code Crim, Proc. Ann. art. 37.071(b)(2).
17. Or. Rev. Stat. $163.150 (1) (b).
18. Cola. Rev. Stat, g 16-11-103.
19. 868 E Supp. 950 (N.D. Ill. 1994).
20. Id. at 993.
21. Simmons at 2194 (emphasis added).
22. See Sinzmonsat 2191.
23. Skipper v. Soztfh Carolina, 476 U.S. 1(1986).
24. Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 US. 302 (1989).
25. Willin&-ha~n 11. Stofe, 897 S.W. 2d 351 (1995).

Dick Wheelan, a TCDU member licensed in four states
and fhe District of Columbia. is Bonrd Cerl$ed in Criminal
Law by the Texas Board of Legal Speciali~afion,and in
Criminaf Trial Practice by the Naf'l Board of Trial Advocacy.
Mr. Wheelan received his B.S. from S p r i n ~ e I dCollege in
1967, his MS.from Ions College in 1978, and his J.D. from
Pace UnisersitySchool of Law in 1981.
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The lawyer? Perspective

R

eceiving

a

Grievance

Complaint from the State Bar
is much like hearing from the

IRS! It can create feelings of anger2
fear, despair, resentment and helplessness. However, a lawyer can make the
best of it if he takes time to understand
the overall concept of the State Bar's
disciplinary systeni and its procedures.
From 1977 until 1986 I served as a
ay Robert C. Hinton, Jr.
member of the State Bar Grievance
Committee for ~ i s t l i c6.
t Since 1986, representation of lawyers,
doctors, accountants, insurance and real estate licensees before
their respective disciplinary boards has constituted a significant
portion of my practice. As peculiar, difficult and convoluted as the
State Bar's disciplinary system might appear at times, overall it is
the most effective and fair disciplinary system of all regulated businesses and professions in Texas.

BACKGROUND
In order to understand our disciplinary system one must first appleeiate the significance of our unique privilege of self-regulation. For vations reasons many
Texas legislatots would like to "Sunset" the State Bar Act. Considclahle support
has developed for the abolition of the State Bar as a suhdivlsion of the Supttme
Court, and the ereatioli of a bureauciatie State agency for the licensing and regulation of lawye~sin Texas. Much of the impetus for this move to i-efo~mis the
increasing public perception of lawyers in general as being tasteless, selfish and
unethical, with no public accountabiIity. The recent waive of lawyer adveltising has exacerbatad this negative public perception.
Many view the Bar as a self-protecting, self-serving and self-perpetuating good
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old hoys'lgids' club. This misconception has placed the Bar's privilege of
self-regulation in serious jeopardy.
Over the past fifteen years the State
Bar of Texas has reacted to this negative
public perception, and the threat of
being "Sun-Setted" by dramatically ICdesigning its disciplinaty system. In
the early 1980's the Bar passed a eontk'ovenial referendum which, among other
changes, transferred the disciplina~y
investigative and administrative functions from the volunteer members of the
Glievance Committee to the Office of
the General Counsel. The function of
the Grievance Cotnmittee became more
like that of a Grand Jury.
Since the referendum was passed the
Disciplinwy Rules have undergone several majm overhauls, largely f o the
~ pmpose of eliminating every possible
appearance of discretionary latitude
within the system which could arguable
allow the "fox to guard the hen house".
The curtent Disciplinary R d e s have
become extremely labor and difficult for
all participants, particularly for the
memhe~sof the Grievance Committees
and the General Counsel's staff.
Current Disciplinary Rules require a
hearing on every G~ievancereceived by
the State Bar which a~guablyalleges
professional misconduct of any nature
and degree.
No lawyer is immune from grievances, particularly criminal defense
lawyers, who deal heavily with the puhlic. Consider the following when the
mailman delivers that dreaded little
'Sove note" from the Bar.

YOU MIGHT BEAT THE RAP, BUT YOU'LL NEVER
BEAT THE RIDE
Usually a lawyer will receive a complaint because the State
Bar simply had no choice but to send it. The Bar does not presume the allegatior~sin a complaint are true. The committee
and General Counsel's staff generally refrain from "taking
sides" at this point of the process. They are quite ope11minded
and non-committal about the merits of a complaint at this stage.
A lawyer who has never served on a grievance committee
s h o ~ ~ consult
ld
someone who has served as soon as he
receives a complaint. A timely clear, direct, well organized,
detailed yet concise response is essential to a successful outcome. The worst thing a lawyer can do is to send either a
carelessly structured and poorly focused response, or to send
no response at all. The response to a complaint is as important to the successful outcome of the grievance as voir dire
and an opening statement are to the winning jury verdict.
While preparing the I-esponse, the lawyer should decide
whether to appeal the General Counsel's determination that,
on its face, the grievance alleges professional misconduct. An
appeal will not stay the grievance proceeding, and is seldom
successful. Even if the appeal is successful, usually the conlplainant simply figures out how to "beef op" the grievance.
Again, the thrust of the current Disciplinary Rnles is to eliminate even the appearance that the "fox is guarding the henhouse". It is usually smarter not to appeal. After all, if the
complaint presents any potential misconduct, the Board of
Disciplinary Appeals will not I-everse the decision to upgrade
the grievance to a complaint. The Grievance Committee is far
more likely to return a favorable decision if the Board has not
already put its apparent "seal of approval" on the complaint.

THE HEARING
Always attend the hearing! Inform the Bar in advance who
will represent you, the number of your witnesses, and the
anticipated time necessary for your presentation. Arrive on
time for the hearing. The District 6 Grievance Committee
usually keeps a relatively tight schedule.
Be respectful. Do not approach the committee or the State
Bar staff as adversaries. They are not. They are the judge and
the jury. Committee members, both lawyers and non-lawye~s,
donate their time and efforts out of concern for the integrity of
our profession. Do not display hostility or sarcasm.
Responsible, professional behavior pays valuable dividends.
The hearing bears little resemblance to a trial. The committee members will already have read the coniplaint and
response. Often the Case Investigator will have briefed the
members. The chairpe~-sonwill begin the hearing by summarizing the pleadings and identify the issues of concern to the
committee. Listen carefully! If the summary is accurate, and
not nnavoidably harmful, re~nainsilent. Do not create issues.
The committee will not return sanctions on an issue it did not
identify at the beginning of the hearing.
The chairperson will next allow committee members to
question all parties. Listen carefully and be responsive. Do
not ramble. The questions will provide valuable insight into
their thinking. Above all, be honest. Lawyers who lie to the
conunittee live to regret it.
Both sides will be given an opportunity to make a brief
final statement, but not a final al-gument. The respondent

should say very little unless it is really necessary and relevant.
When the chairperson says the hearing is concluded, thank the
committee and leave. The fat lady has sung. Turn out the
lights, the party is over!

POST-HEARING ANXIETY
The respondent, or his lawyer if he had one, will usually
receive written notice of the committee's decision within a
week. If the committee found no professional misconduct the
complainant may appeal the decision. If the committee found
professional misconduct, the notice letter will include the
committee's recommended sauction. The respondent has 10
days to accept the recommended sanction, to propose a
counter-offer, or do nothing. Respondents who do nothing
have made a very serious mistake.
The conunittee will consider any reasonable counter-offer,
an-ive at a final sanction decision and send the respondent its
written judgn~ent. When he receives the Judgn~ent,the respondent has 20 days to accept or reject the final sanction decision.
On the 21st day the comnlittee looses jurisdiction of the matter.
It i s automatically sent to the Commission for Lawyer
Discipline in Austin for settlement or public prosecution. The
conunittee's decision does not bind the Commission.

CONCLUSION
As difficult, cun~bersomeand unreasonable as our disciplinary system might occasionally appear, this system is the
Bar's siucere attempt to justify continued self-regulation, and
to delay or avoid the operation of the "Sunset Act". Our disciplinary system works best for those who make the best of
the way things work. It is impe~fect,to say the least, bnt it is
the only system we have to regulate ourselves as lawyers. We
certainly do not want to loose that privilege.

*

Joe Cannon Named Democratic Nominee for
Chief Justice of 10th Courtof Appeals
TCDLA member Joe Cannon has been nominated by
Democratic Party officials for the position of Chief Justice
of the Tenth Court of Appeals. The position was left
vacant by the February 20th death of Judge Bob Thomas,
and is currently being filled by Bush appointee Rex R.
Davis. The 10th Court of Appeals hears appeals of civil and
criminal cases from Limestone, Freestone, Leon, Hill,
Navarro, Bosque, Ellis, Brazos, Johnson, Madison,
Robertson, Somervell, and McLennan Counties.
Cannon earned a bachelor's degree in 1996 from North
Texas State University (now the University of North Texas),
and his law degree from the University of Texas School of
Law in 1960. Cannon served Limestone County for three
terms as state representative and was Limestone County
Democratic Party chairman for 12 years. He was on the
Board of Directors of the State Bar of Texas for four years
md was chairman one of those years. Cannon has
~racticedlaw for many years in Groesbeck, and resides in
'orest Glade.
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TCDLA Committee Assignments
AMICUS CUFUAE COMMITTEE:
DAVID CUNNINGHAM:
CHAIRPERSON

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS: (BY COURTS OF APPEAL)
I ST COURT:
Bennie House
Robert Jones
Mac Secrest
Stanley Schneider
Marjorie Meyers

4TH COURT:
Cynthia On.
Mike Bcinard
Mark Stevens
George Schannan
Frances Cusack
5TH COURT:
Peter Lesser
Craig Jctt
Stuart Pal.ker
Bill Sheetz
6TH COURT:
Barney Sawyer
Judy Hodgkiss
Jim Hooper

7TH COURT:
Bonnie Gunden
Warren Clark
8TH COURT:
David Guinn
Jim Darnell
Matt Dekoatz
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CAPITAL MURDER
COMMITTEES:

IOTH COURT:
Stan Schweiger
Lynn Malone
Menilee Hannon

1. AMICUS:
COURT OF CRmINAL APPEALS

1ITH COURT:
Stan Brown
Randy Wilson
12TH COURT:
Odis Hill
Michele Kon~orowski

2ND COURT:
Bill Hanis
Bobbie Edmonds
Faye Gordon
3RD COURT:
Terry Kirk
Keith Ha~npton
Ian Iuglis
Randy Ceavitt
Ben Florey

9TH COURT:
Karla Rogers
Lynn Martin

13TH COURT:
Dale Robertson
Robert Lerma
Kyle Welch
14TH COURT:
Stanley Schneider
Tom Moran
Robert Fickman
Kim Delaga~za

The Amicus Subcommittees are
charged with the following responsibilities: (I) monitoring the opinions of their
respective courts of appeals; (2) coordinating with Chairperson David
Cunningham on all opinions ~ I - O their
~I
respective courts of appeals regarding
opinions worthy of a~nicussupport; and
(3) preparing amicus curiae bl-iefsas to
those cases meriting amicus support.
An oral report shall be presenled at
~ a c hboard meeting by a representative
3f each subco~nmitteemdlor by
Chairperson David Cunningham
~unnnarizingthe activities of the
rubcommittees.

BUDGET AND FINANCE:
Bob Hinton
Mark Daniel
J U L Y I A U G U S T 96

Roy Greenwood: Co-Chair
David Scl~ulman:Co-Chair
This Co~mnittecis charged with
obtaining a copy of evely brief filed in
the Court of Criminal Appeals (CCA)
where a death penalty was imposed and
to coordinate with David Cunningham,
Chair of the Amicus Committee, so that
the Amicus Committee can file briefs in
capital cases psior to the issuance of an
opinion by the CCA, regal-dless of
whether counsel for the citizen accused
amicus support.
has soi~gl~t

2. STRIKE FORCE:
CAPITAL MURDER TRIALS:
Mark Stevens: Co-Chair
Steve Losch: Co-Chair
Roy Greenwood
David Schulman
Lydia Clay-Jackson
Cynt11ia Orr
Randy Wilson
This Conunittee is charged with
providing Strike ForceIAmicus support to
attorneys who are in the process of
preparing to try or trying capital murder
cases where the state is seeking a death
penalty. It will coordinate all efforts with
David Cunningham, Chair of the Amicus
Conunittee, and Bob Hinton, Chair of the
Lawyers AssistanceIStrike FOI-ce
Co~mnittee.
It will submit a written report to the
Board Of Directors at every TCDLA
board nmeeting briefly outlining any
activity since the preceding board
meeting. It will coordinate with the home
office to provide relevant mateiials to
attorneys handling death penalty trials.

CAPITAL MURDER
DIRECT APPEALS:
Steve Losch: Co-Chair
Mark Stevens: CO-Chair
Roy Greenwood
David Schulman
Lydia Clay-Jackson
Cynthia On.
This Committee is charged wit11 providing
Strike ForcelAmicussupport to attorneys
.who are in the process ifpreparing do a
direct appeal or doing a direct appeal in a
eapihl murder case where death was
assessed. It will cooidinate alleffotts with
David Clmnningharn, Chak of the Amicus
Committee, and Bob Hinton, Chair of the
Lawyers Assistance/Strike Force Committee.

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEES:

ETHICS COMMITTEE
Richard Anderson: Chair
David Sergi

FEDERAL SHORT COURSE:
E.G. "Geny" Morris
Kent Schaffer

HALL OF FAME:
RUSTY DUNCAN:
Cynthia Orr
Mike Heiskell

Bill Wischkaemper

LAWYERS ASSISTANCE
COMMITTEE:

MARCH SPECIALTY COURSE:
Craig Jett
Ron Goranson

Bob Hinton: Chair

It will submit a w~ittenreport to the
Board Of Directors at eve1.y TCDLA board
meeting briefly oirtlining any activity since
the preceding board meeting. It will
coordinate with the home office to provide
relevant materials to attorneys handling
direct appeals.
4. STRIKE FORCE:

Roy Greenwood: Co-Chair
David Schulman: Co-Chair
Eden Harrington
Mandy Welch
Lydia Clay-Jackson
Cynthia 01-1
Steve Losch
This Committee is charged with providing
Shike Fo~e/Amicussupport to attorneys who
are in the process of preparing do a state or
federal habeas in a capital murder case where
death was assessed. It will coordinate all
efforts with David Cunninghm, Chair of the
Amicus Committee, andBob Hinton, Chair of
the Lawyers AssistancdStrike Force
Committee.
It will submit a written report to the
Board Of Directors at every TCDLA board
meeting briefly outlining any activity since
the preceding board meeting. It will
coordinate with the home ofice to provide
relevant materials to attorneys handling
habeas proceedings.
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Additional committee members:
(by TCDLA membership district):

Randy Leavitt
Ben Florey
Stanley Schweiger

DISTRICT 1:
Dan Hurley
Rod Hobson
DISTRICT 2:
Michael Gibson
Joseph "Sib" Abraham, Jr.
Jack K. "Rusty" Wall

DISTRICT 2:
The Lawyers AssistanceIStrike Force
Committees are to coordinate with the
Executive Committee and President
.
Botsford, as well as the three capital
murder Strike Force Committees. The
Committee shall submit an oral report to
the Board of Directors at evety TCDLA
board meeting outlining the efforts of the
committee since the last TCDLA board
meeting.

DISTRICT 3:
Mike Heiskell
Mark Daniel
Pete Lesser
Gary Udashen
Bobbie Edmonds
Craig Jett
Carlton McLarty
Jack Strickland
Randy Wilson
DISTRICT 4:
Clifton "Scrappy" Holmes
Odis Hill
Barney Sawyer
DISTRICT 5:
David Cunningham
Robert A. Jones
Bennie House
Deborah Gottlieb
Marjorie Meyers
Stanley Schneider
Jim Lavine
Jack Zimmerman
DISTRICT 6:
J . Douglas Tinker
Kyle Welch
Jose Gonzaiez-Falla
Robert Lerma
DISTRICT 7:
Cynthia Orr
Michael Bernard
George Scbarman
John Convery
DISTRICT 8:
Jeauette Kinard

Jeff Blackburn
Jesse Mendez

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
Betty Blackwell: CO-Chair
Keith Hampton: Co-Chair
Roy Greenwood
David Schultnan
John Convery
Michael Bemard
Additional members to
be named by co-chairs
andlor President
Botsford.

LIAISON WITH THE dUDICIARY:
Robert Jones
Mike Heiskell
Mike Gibson (Dallas)

LONG RANGE PLANNING
COMMITTEE
Randy Wilson: Chairperson
Bill Wischkaemper
Ron Goranson

W3MBERSHIP COMMITTEE:
Mike Gibson (Dallas): Co-Chair
Lydia Clay-Jackson: Co-Chair
Idditioual cormnittee members:
by TCDLA membership district):

Rod Hobson: Sub-Chair
Bonnie Gunden
Dan Hurley

Michael Gibson: Sub-chair
Matthew Dekoatz
David Guinn
Woody Leverett
DISTRICT 3:
Mark Daniel: CO-Sub-chair
Bill Sheetz: Co-Sub-chair
Bobbie Edmonds
John Charles Hardin
Craig Jett
Peter Lesser
Carlton McLarty
Jose Stewart
Stuart Parker
DISTRICT 4:
Odis Hill: Sub-Chair
Barney Sawyer
Michele Komorowski
DISTRICT 5:
Robert Jones: Co-Sub-chair
Bennie House: Co-Sub-chair
Kim Delagarza
Deborah Gottlieb
Robert Hiaschhorn
Paul Looney
Marjorie Meyers
Karla Rogers
Gary Trichter
Faye Gordon
Lynn Martin
Stanley Schneider
DISTRICT 6:
Kyle Welch: Sub-Chair
Jose Gonzalez-Falla
Robert Lama
E. Dale Robertson
DISTRICT 7:
Mark Stevens: Sub-Chair
Cynthia Orr:
Michael Bernard
Frances Cusack

Jeanette Kinard: Sub-Co-Chair

PAROLE & CORRECTIONS
COMMITTEEt

District 4: 112 members

Randy Leavitt: Sub-Co-Chair
Ben Florey
Stanley Schweiger
Keith Hampton

District 5: 363 members
Bill Habem: Co-Chair
Gary Cohen: Co-Chair
Neil Pfeier
Paige Massey
Scrappy Holmes
Kelly Pace
Helen Copitka

District 6: 114 members
The Membership Subcommittees are
charged with the following responsibilities: (1) increase the current membership
numbers within their district by 20%by
June 1997; (2) meeting at least once prior
to every TCDLA board meeting to
coordinate membership activities; (3)
provide a written report to theBoard Of
Directors at every TCDLA board meeting
outlining the membership efforts of the
subcommittee since the last TCDLA
board meeting.
Membership by district,
as of the date of these
appointments, are as
follows:
District 1: 87 members
District 2: 88 members

District 7: 157 members
District 8: 266 members

NOMINATING COMMITTEE:
E.G. '%my" Moms
Additional members to be appointed by
Gerry Morris with at least one member
fmm each Member3hip District.

The Committee shall coordinate with
the Legislative, Amicus andLawyers
Assistance Committees on an as needed
basis. A report shall be submitted to the
hoard at least once a year (other than at
the annual meeting).

PUBLIC INFORMATION:
E.G. "Geny" Morris
Jeff Kearney

COMMITTEE:
President Botsford has decided that this
area should be within the exclusive
jurisdiction of Executive Director John
Boston.

Lydia Clay-Jackson
Bobbie Edmonds

District 3: 532 members

ANYWllERE INCLUDING
ACCOUNT NUMBERS AND
BALANCES AS OF THE
DATE OF OUR INQUIRY
(Indi\,ida;~lsOr Cnnlpraics)

;Hire.
Need We Say More.....

.

STOCK, BOND & MUTUAL
F UN D PORTFOLIOS LOCATED
ON ANYONE IN THE
UNITED STATES
(Inrludina ,\rraunls 8; Balanrrs)
SKIP TRACING &
LOCATION
OF WITNESSES,
DEFENDANTS
& HEIRS A T
REASONABLE FLAT
RATE FEES

EXECUTIVE PROTECTION
AGENTS AVAILABLE FOR
DIPLOMATS & EXECUTIVES
(Otw Day TOOme Ycxr\ssignnneafs)
COPYRIGHT & TRADEMARK
INFRINGEMENT CASES
(Forrrtw 1983'LO ~ I ~ I I I I I L V '

-

Srgnlv,rr Jorduclrc Card

(800) 460-9044
\

f

P ER S O NA L INJURY, PRODUCT
LIABILITY & WRONGFUL
DEATH
INVESTIGATIONS

UNLISTED
TELEPHONE
SEARCHES

Toll Free 1 North America
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Member: Cut application and give to a non-member colleague.
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Membership Application
(Plenseprirrforqpe)

0 New Member Application
0 Renewal AApicicatiw
Safe~vlzefhernen~
cerriJ2cafeis desi!rdd 0 Yes 0 No

Mt-

Ms.-

Mrs.-

Name
Law Firm
Mailing Address
City
State
ZipTelephone (
3
Fax No. I
County
Bar Caid Number
Bar Card Date: Month
Year
Date of Bi~th:
Are you cul'rently a member of NACDL? 0 Yes 0 No

Please check correct cntegory:
Regular member licensed to practice:
0 2 yor less, or new member of TCDLA - $75
0 more than 2 years - $150

-

0Voluntary sustaining $300
0 Sustaining - $200
3 AfFiliate - $50
3 Public Defender - $50
3Student - $20
3 Members in the frrm of a sustaining or charter member - $50
Certifid Criminal Law Specialist
0 Yes
0 No
Rave you ever been drsbarred or disciplined by any bnr
%$sociation, or are you the subject of disciplinary action
ROW pending?
0 Yes
0 No
Date

Signature of Applicant

hereby apply for niembcrship in the Texas Crimiual Defeuse
awyels Association and enclose $
as my annual memtership dues for the y e a r . Of the dues amuunt, $36 ($19 if
I Student Member) is for an annual subscription to the Voice for
he Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA lobbying.

%dorsement
I, a cuneut member of TCDLA, belleve this applicant to
)e a person of professional competency, integrity, and
:ood ~rtoralcha~aeter.The applicant is actively engaged in
he defense of c~imivaleases.

Date

Signature of Member

'rint or type Member's Name
Jail to: Texm Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Ann: Membership Department
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514 FAX: (512) 469-9107

T

C

D

L

A

Reflections
David L Botsforrl

Tim Evms

Judge J.A. "JInt" Bobo

VOL.25

N0.6

JULY

Reflections

c

0

n t i n

d

Judge M a n h Teagrre
Back Row: Judge Frank Maloitey, Vir~cerrtPerini, Enrmetf
tr, Weldon
Holco~sb,CliffordBro~vn,George Luquette, Judge Robert D. Jones, George
Gilkersorr. Seated: C. Aritliony Friloua; Charles M. McDa11alc1,PlrilBurleso~r

David R. Bires

Richard "Racehorse" Haynes

Ro~rcrldL. Gorarrson

Torn Harma, Sam Ervin, Judge Onion, George Gilkerson

Edward A. Mauerr

Louis Dirgas, Jr.

50
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TCDLA 25th Anniversary
I
I

I

Annual Membership Party

'-1

I
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TIIDLA Commemorative Watch

LEGENDARY SEIKOTM QUALITY
25th Anniversary Edition

ORDER NOW

-

SUPPLIES LIM
-. I T E D
-

- -

-- - --

Please send me -men's watches-women's watches at $110.00 each. Add $6.00 to all orden for shipping and handling.
Name
Address

Phone
Make all checks payable to FRIENDS OF TCDLA.
Return to: FRIENDS OF TCDLA, C/O Anna Presse
819 112 West 1lth Sheet
Austin, Tx 78701
For Inquiries Call (512) 45 1-3234
Orde~swill he processed according to thc date ~eceived.

